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ABSTRACT

The Development and Testing of a Psychological Education

Program in Systematic Problem Solving
(May 1980)

Maryanne Galvin, B.
M.Ed., Ed D
.

.

,

S

,

Wheelock College

University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Allen Ivey

The purpose of this study was to determine whether or

not systematic training in problem-solving could enhance

the creative and cognitive complexities of elementary school

children's abilities to solve problems.

A secondary ques-

tion was the examination of possible effects of training on
self-esteem.

The students were training in two randomly

selected groups during eight experimental sessions.

Two

methods of evaluation were used to determine the effectiveness of the training.

One rating scale examined quantity

and quality of problem-solving responses on pretest, posttest, and one month follow-up.

The second measure investi-

gated self-esteem in three testing situations.
An analysis of variance incorporating sex and age in
the two experimental conditions was computed for each of
v

the variables.

The results of the statistical analysis

indicated that systematic training in problem-solving was

effective in improving the quality of responses.

The sex

of participants produced no significant interaction with

the main effect of any of the variables.

The absence of

significant change in self-esteem was also found in this
study
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

"It is not enough
that an individual merely be able
to generate many new ideas she/he must also have a highly
aroused general set or propensity to do so, especially when
confronted by cognitive tasks which require it. And she/he
must know how best to apply his/her skills to the task.”

(Crutchfield, 1966)

Current psychological and educational practices are
seriously deficient in providing most elementary school

children with repeated experiences engaging the child in
genuine problem-solving and thinking.

Many schools are

emphasizing facts and answers at a time when the expansion
of alternative views of the world and alternatives for

action may be more needed.

Psychological education based

on the concepts of intentionality and creativity could be
a

primary focus for an innovative and more integrated cur-

riculum for elementary children.

As Crutchfield indicates,

central to all teaching and learning is the concept of

alternative points of view, alternative commitments to

action and the importance of the child's determination of
his/her own direction for growth.

It would seem fruitless

to offer now a strong reliance on intentionality and psychol-

ogical education if the majority of elementary curriculum is

based on the "right” or "wrong" answer system.
1

An attempt

2

needs to be made to "undo" the type of thinking taught in
linear model courses such as math, reading, social studies

which emphasize one right answer, what is needed is an
intentional, problem-solving psycho-educational model such
as GAIN (Galvin Alternative Invention Network).

This

study is a systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of

that curriculum model.
All children solve problems.

All children are cre-

ative within their own environment.

Children can be

taught to solve psycho-social problems more creatively
and with intentionality

.

Some children may perform rela-

tively poorly on problem-solving situations for many reasons:

because they don't have available the components

they need to solve the problems, or because they have the

components but do not know how or when to utilize them;

because they do not know how to combine them into

a

work-

able strategy or because the strategy is not the best one

possible; because they find certain components particularly time-consuming or difficult to execute; or because

they represent information in a less than optimal way.
Teaching children particular strategies for solving

various kinds of problems may be important; however, it
is the purpose of this study to show the greater impor-

tance of teaching them higher-order strategies for con-

structing their own strategies.

The most important

3

element of problem-solving is structuring the problem,
rather than performing the various operations for arriving at an answer dictated solely by the structure of the

problem.

This study seeks to determine the effectiveness

of a psychological education curriculum for systematic

problem solving.

Specifically, it will evaluate the

effects of the training curriculum on performance in

defining an interpersonal problem, generating alternative

solutions which consider many variables, as well as quality and effectiveness of chosen solutions to problems.
The effect on children's self esteem wll also be evaluated.

Hypotheses of this Study

G eneral Premise

:

Elementary school children can be
taught to solve problems more cre-

atively and intentionally through systematic training.

Young children may

also demonstrate more instances of
formal thinking in their problem solving processes.

Hypothesis #1

;

Fifth and Sixth grade children who ex-

perience the GAIN Program will generate
more alternative descriptions of a given

problem situation than a control group.

4

Defi ned Operationally

the GAIN trained children will

;

be better able to describe a given problem

picture in several different ways and will
begin to form hypotheses which suggest possible solutions.

(See Appendix D for

Rating Scale and Example of Response.)

Hypothesis #2

;

Children who are trained in the GAIN
Program will be better able to utilize
the variables (feelings and thoughts)
in problem-solving than a control group.

Defined Operationally

;

the GAIN trained group will

generate many solutions which include
more than one of these variables to be

considered in the solution.

They will

consider both the thoughts and feelings
relevant to the problem.

Hypothesis #3

;

Children trained in the GAIN Program will
generate more appropriate and varied
solutions to a problem situation than
a control group.

Defined Operationally

;

the GAIN trained group will

generate greater numbers of alternative appropriate solutions to problem

situations.
ples

.

)

(See Appendix D for exam-

5

Hypothesis#

Children who are trained in the GAIN

;

Program will generate a greater number
of complex solutions than untrained

children.
D efined Operationally

;

Choosing more complex solu-

tions involves a workable solution

which considers many variables such as
effects on self, others, consequences,

thoughts and feelings, risks, probability,

Hypothesis #5

and ways of implementing plans.

Children who are trained in the GAIN

:

Program will generate higher quality

responses than a control group.
Defined Operationally

:

A child's response on choos-

ing solutions to problem situations

will demonstrate more formal thinking

through responses which indicate the
fol lowing
a)

Child beginning to make hypothesis and
think about possible solutions before

testing them out.

Child's thoughts

precede actions
b)

Child is able to separate variables
with less difficulty.

More systematic

both in separating and combining vari-

6

ables such as thoughts and feelings.
c)

Child will go beyond solution of

a

particular problem to search for an
explanation based on principle.

May

arrive at conclusions by considering
both concrete and abstract relationships
d)

.

Child is developing ability to manipulate mentally and show increased rea-

soning power in responses.

(See Appen-

dix D for examples of higher quality

responses

Hypothesis #6

:

.

Children who experience the GAIN Program

demonstrate increased self-esteem (as
measured by Coopersmith Scale) than an

untrained group.

Definition of Terms

Psycho-social Problem Situations

.

A psycho-social situation refers to a social situa-

tion and the psychological factors that are involved in
the interaction between the organism and the environment.

7

Intentional ity

.

The intentional individual is one who can consciously

come at a problem from a wide variety of perspectives.

She/he is not bound to one course of action, but responds
to his/her constantly changing environment with new ideas,

new actions, new alternatives for living."

Creativity

(Ivey, 1971)

.

The phrase problem solving implies that there is some
sort of specific difficulty that needs to be overcome, or

some kind of explanation to be sought.

In some cases,

the

solutions may involve an interpretation of data that might
be called "creative" because a new way of looking at things
has been proposed by an individual.

Newell, Shaw, and

Simon (1962) have described four criteria for assessing
the degree of creativity in problem solving.

They suggest

that problem solving is creative when:
(1)

the product of thinking has novelty and value
(to the individual)

(2)

the original problem was so vague and undefined

that the statement of the problem has to be

formulated
(3)

the achievement of a solution required a high

degree of motivation and persistence
(

4

)

the solution was arrived at only when previously

8

accepted ideas were modified or rejected
These four criteria might be summed up by stating that in
this study, creative problem solving involves novelty,

originality, persistence, and value to the individual.

P sychological

Education

.

Psychological education refers to any opportunities
for learning which are designed specifically to help peo-

ple explore their personal knowledge, feelings and actions
in relationship to self and others, in order to nurture

psychological growth as described in humanistic education
(Maslow, Rogers,

Curriculum

1951).

.

Curriculum is written design for purposeful learnings
which includes educational goals and experiences organized
in a logical sequence or hierarchy.

GAIN Curriculum

.

Galvin Alternative Invention Network Curriculum is
to be evaluated in this study.

This model is organized

into five sections, each using a psychological education

approach
1)

The initial section is designed to establish
an atmosphere allowing for creativity and

9

intent ional ity in which the following four

sections can take place.
2)

The next section introduces the student to
skill
#1

— defining

the problem using role-played and

actual situations.
3)

Skill #2 follows with activities and explana-

tions for how to search additional thoughts and

feelings about the problem situation.
4)

Worksheet Skill #3 deals with the use of brainstorming and generating alternative solutions.

5)

Skill #4 evolves around training the child to

measure and evaluate the consequences, risks,
and systematic effects of a particular solution

before committing it to action.
6)

Finally, Skill #5 allows children to plan imple-

mentation of strategies of the chosen solution.
A copy of the curriculum is in Appendix A.

Activities and skills in the curriculum are specifically designed for children who think at the concrete to
formal levels according to Piaget.

Each activity and

worksheet centers upon specific situations chosen by the
students and assists children in naming their thoughts,
actions, and feelings in the problem solving process.

10

Self-esteem

.

Coopersmith (1967) defines self esteem as "the evaluation which the individual makes and customarily
maintains
with regard to himself:
it expresses an attitude of
ap-

proval or disapproval and indicates the extent to which
the individual believes himself capable, significant, suc-

cessful, and worthy (pp. 4-5).

D evelopmental Theory

.

Developmental Theory refers to cognitive structural
developmental theory, theory which describes human development in terms of a series of stages of cognition about
self and the world which are invariant, hierarchical,

nonreversible

,

and universal and are characterized by

increasing complexity, adequacy, integration, and uni-

versalizability

.

Development is postulated to occur as

the interaction of internal thought structure with the

physical and social environment through assimilation and

accommodation (Piaget, 1967).

Major theorists include

Piaget, Bruner, Kohlberg and others.

Formal and Concrete Operational Stages.

Piaget has designated various criteria for recognizing characteristics of various stages of development.

The following are working definitions of Concrete and

11

Formal Operations as defined by Piaget:

How do we recognize that a child is at the formal operations stage?
1)

Making a formal hypothesis
A child in concrete operations

makes hypotheses

:

only infrequently and in simple situations.

Most

of his IF-THEN statements are descriptions of

reports of what has been found.
A child at formal operations

is beginning to make

:

hypotheses more frequently, to think about possible
solutions before testing them out.

His thought is

beginning to precede his action.
2)

Sorting out variables
A child at concrete operations

:

often finds dif-

ficulty in separating the effects of two or more
variables.

He is not systematic in combining vari-

ables except in the simplest situations.
A child at formal operations

:

is able to separate

variables with less difficulty, though he may still
be unable to do so in complex situations.

He is

generally more systematic both in separating and
combining variables.
3)

Drawing conclusions and making generalizations
A child at concrete operations:

is satisfied when

unlikely
he has solved the particular problem and is
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to try to abstract from it a principle which might
app].y in other situations, or to explain it in
terms

of a generalization.
A child at formal operations

is more likely to go

;

beyond the solution of a particular problem and to
search for an explanation in terms of a general principle.

Rather than being content to describe his

results, he thinks about them, and may arrive at

conclusions by considering abstract relationships as
well as concrete solutions.
4)

Thinking about abstractions
A child at concrete operations

;

can reason logically

but is very dependent upon information from his
senses.

If he has not had direct experience of a

situation he is unlikely to be able to reason about
it
A child at formal operations

:

may still prefer to

think and deal with concrete material but his gradu-

ally developing ability to manipulate mentally shows
in an increased power of reasoning.

Rationale

PAD - Pulsating Thinking:

A decision-making model

One decision-making model which influences the con

13

ceptual framework of this study is Ivey's Pulsating
Thinking (or PAD) creative thinking design.

Pulsating

thinking "is what we propose as one way to broaden one's

alternatives and control his/her own life."

(Ivey,

1971)

Defined in three quick steps, the PAD model is:
1.

Problem definition

Too often we begin to solve

:

problems without defining what the problem is.
In pulsating thinking,

there are exercises

designed to help in more creative definitions
of those problems we all have.

Defining the

problem is the place to start.
2.

Alternative Development

:

Once a problem is

defined, it is essential that many possible

alternatives for solutions be generated.

Don't

stop at the first answer that appears, brain-

storm a host of possible resolutions.
3.

D ecision for Action

:

Time to act.

To which

alternative will you commit yourself?

Important

here is anticipating the consequences of your
actions

Throughout these three steps, the individual is constantly generating new alternatives, new ways of conceptualizing his/her problem.

Ivey also suugests "in making

decisions one has to anticipate the consequences of each

alternative."

The PAD (pulsating thinking) model demands
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work and thought.

Yet, vital to PADing one's thinking is

freedom, looseness, an ability to generate myriads and

scads of alternatives, problem definitions, and decisions.

Conceptual Model;

Rationale

.

The GAIN Program has been designed around a conceptual model of suggested strategies from the literature to

attain various student objectives through the use of

interpersonal issues as well as subject matter content.
The GAIN Program calls for processes of inquiry, dis-

covery, creative problem solving and systematic thinking.

Unlike the more traditional pattern of posing questions
which expect "pat" responses from children, the GAIN

Program demonstrates strategies for children to use in

thinking out problems on their own.

Children learn to

tap both their cognitive (thinking) and affective (feeling) processes while making decisions and solving problems

The research literature on teaching children to

respond creatively in decision-making or problem-solving
situations indicates that there are four predominant advan
tages for children involved in this type of learning.
A.

Children actually have more fun actively producing
on their own instead of passively absorbing facts

from teachers or workbooks.

When the child realizes

that he/she is interacting with many things he/she
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already knows, a certain zest is added to learning.
According to Piaget, a child must have personal

experiences which stretch higher schema within and
beyond a particular stage.
B.

In th GAIN Program, children are provided opportuni-

ties to collect data on their own, organize and clas-

sify such data, make guesses and predict from that
data, and test and verify according to their own

criteria.

The GAIN Program offers an opportunity

for encounters with a wide array of experiences in

being imaginative, using different sensory modalities (seeing, hearing, writing, drawing, acting,

wondering, playing around with discrepancies and

questions calling for inquiry and testing one's
ideas, predictions or generated solutions against

the "facts" or "rules" of a system.

All of these

thinking and feeling processes are ingredients of

creative decision-making or problem-solving.

Ivey's

(1971) PAD model utilizes each of these components

and supports this rationale.
C.

The flexible steps of the GAIN Program enable teachers, parents, counselors to direct the child's

thinking and feeling processes across the regular
"subject" areas of elementary school curriculum.

There is no need for purchase of expensive addi—
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tional materials or equipment.

More importantly,

teachers are not instructed to stop the good
things they have always been doing, but rather to

extend these practices by integrating them with
the GAIN model.
D.

Extensive research and study have proven that creative talents are found distributed throughout any

group of normal children in some degree from more
to less (Torrance,

1966).

Every child has some

amount of creative talent which is just as likely
to appear in science, arithmetic or woodworking as
in music, writing or theater.

The current viewpoint

is that all normal children,

if given a chance, can

be creative problem-solvers.

Some children will be

creative in more ways or at higher levels than
others, but all are capable of developing this potential.

Children can learn how to be intuitive and

expressive in their feeling, flexible and original
in their thinking.

A great advantage of the GAIN

Program exists in that this kind of learning is

encouraged with the young child and can be continued
on throughout the years of formal education.

Since the literature in education emphasizes what

happens to children when they learn, further discussion
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of these behaviors is necessary.

The GAIN Program seeks

to enhance four specific intellectual or thinking proc-

esses necessary for productive-divergent thinking:
ency, flexibility, originality and elaboration.

flu-

These

four thinking processes require a breadth and depth of

knowledge and a set of thinking skills for recording,

retaining and processing information.

These and other

skills usually are found under the name of the cognitive

domain.

Part of almost every school's statements of

behavioral objective is the expectation that the child

know and be able to handle subject matter content.

Within

this broad set of goals in education, classroom teaching

places emphasis upon academic excellence, subject-matter
mastery, and the rote learning of (for the most part)

someone else's information.
However, another important set of traits exist in
that broad area of aesthetic concerns for feelings, emo-

tions and sensitivity to beauty.

These are feeling proc-

esses calling for curiosity, imagination, risk-taking and
c ognitive

complexity

.

These comprise another very impor-

tant area of educational objectives which deal with attitudes, values, appreciations, and motivations of the pupil
know
to want to do something with information, facts and
ledge.

These feeling processes encourage a child's inward

openness to his/her own hunches, guesses, predictions.
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emotions, and intuitions about facts to which he /she has

become sensitive and about which he/she is curious.

The

GAIN Program recognizes that personal-motivational factors of the affective domain are crucial and make the
real difference for the child who is involved in appreci-

ating his/her own or other's creative endeavors.

These

are processes which cause the pupil to operate as much
by feeling as by logic because he/she is able and willing
to deal with fantasy, imagination and intuition.

The

GAIN Program unites both Ivey's PAD concepts about feelings and Piaget's model about thinking in such a way that

children are now encouraged to utilize hunches and guesses

without always being expected to know "the answer".

At

the same time, the child is being introduced to concepts

and ways of thinking which may be new to his/her schema.

According to Piaget, a child must experience the various

components of one stage of thinking before he/she really
functions effectively in the next stage.

The GAIN Pro-

gram proposes to assist the adult in assessing at which

approximate stage the child is functioning on an issue,
and utilize many of the Program's structures to "stretch"
the child's capacities within a particular stage.

The

GAIN Program, in turn, "stretches" Piaget's conceptual
model by insisting that thinking processes really cannot

operate without feeling processes.

Nearly all cognitive
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behaviors have an affective component.
other; they cannot really be separated.

One involves the
It is possible

to attain feeling goals by cognitive means; and also to

attain thinking goals by affective behaviors.

The better

the pupil feels about some fact or piece of data, the more

curious he/she becomes, and the more he/she wants to dig-in
and learn about it; and vice versa, the more he/she knows

about a subject or area of knowledge, the better he/she

appreciates it.
Ultimately, the GAIN Program is a combination of

both cognitive and affective training skills which will

create for the participants an atmosphere conducive to
flexible, fluent, original and elaborate problem-solving

processes

Problem Significance

Investigating the effects of a psychological-

educational curriculum for systematic problem-solving
is significant for at least four reasons:
1)

it provides data on the effectiveness of a problem-

solving program which incorporates several suggestions from psychological research which deals with

adult training in decision making skills.

20

2

)

it contributes to the evaluation of the
assumption

held by some developmental theorists that complex

solutions to problem-solving situations are possible
for trained fifth/sixth grade children.
3)

it provides some direction for the development of

future systematic problem-solving curricula for

elementary school children.
4)

it provides evaluative data on the psychological

education approach to systematic problem-solving
with elementary school children.

Each of these aspects of the significance of the study will
be discussed in detail below.

There has been much discussion about the relative

effectiveness of strategies for problem-solving and decision making skills training.

From a counselling perspec-

tive, the goal of the decision making process is to help

clients engage in a series of behaviors that will increase
the probability of the clients being satisfied with their

decisions.

The "goodness" of a decision has been defined

in several ways

(Dilley,

1967),

such as if the decision-

maker (a) chooses the alternatives that have expected outcomes with the highest probability coupled with the highest desirability of (b) is internally consistent (c) is

willing to assume personal responsibility for the decision,
or (d) reaches a solution involving the maximum number of
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positive consequences and a minimum of negative
ones.

An

analysis of the conclusions of previous investigations
of
the decision-making process within counseling
(D'Zurilla &

Goldfried

,

1971), reveals several skills necessary for

successful decision making, such as (a) gathering information,

(b)

assessing probabilities accurately,

utilities or performances, and

(d)

(c)

assessing

assessing consequences

of various alternatives.

Given the utility of such skills, how can

a

counselor/

educator facilitate the development of such skills with

children?

A review of relevant literature does not offer

firm conclusions.

Although the intended outcome of the

decision-making training described by D'Zurrila and Goldfried (1971) is more systematic and effective decision-

making skills, little evidence is available to support or
refute the function of such training.

Dilley (1967)

suggested that a counselor may be able to facilitate the

assessment of subjective probabilities by seeking additional, objective evidence and questioning clients, the

effect being a client evaluation of earlier estimates.

Once again, empirical evidence does not exist to validate
the function of such a technique.

The research literature

suggests that further investigation needs to focus on

effective means of making objective and subjective proba-

bilities more congruent, the degree to which acquired
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decision-making skills transfer to other settings,
events
within training that increase the transferability
of

decision-making skills, and the salient cues an individual attends to when making decisions.
In light of the scarcity of studies which have

®^plicitly attended to problem solving, it seems appropri—
ate that psychological research focus on the behaviors

associated with problem solving and particularly how one
proceeds to facilitate the development of such behaviors.
The study proposed here is highly significant pri-

marily because it addresses the formal concerns of previous research and extends one step further in applying
this information to child clients.

With Piaget offering a new hypothesis which states
that formal operations appears between 11 and 20, but

individuals reach the stage at different ages according
to aptitude and interest, this particular study becomes

significant for another reason.

The evidence thus far

discussed in the research literature indicates that

a

certain proportion of the population will reason formally
only in areas of familiarity to them, and some will not
reason formally at all.

Are the characteristics of formal

thinking desirable, and if so, should it be a goal of
teachers to make an effort to promote that sort of reasoning?

This writer takes the position that in our society
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with the increasingly complex decisions we should and need
to be making daily, the strategies characteristic of formal

operational thought are indeed desirable.

As this society

becomes more complex and technical, the demand for formally

operational adults will increase.

Studies have shown that

the reasoning level of students was below capacity and

found that logical operations could be facilitated by the

proper instruction, which in this case is programmed

instruction
As Raven (1974) stated:

The purpose of the instructional strategy then is to
give the individual repeated practice in making responses

that operate on the content of problems in a specified
fashion.

The student sees the way a problem is solved

and then uses the same rule to solve related problems
(p.

254).

Again, this study is significant because it

introduces children to frequency of exposure to problems
requiring formal thinking.
This study also examines the effectiveness of a

psycho-educational model in training problem-solving
skills.

Finally, this study uses systematic evaluation

which will enable others to gain direction for the con-

struction of future problem solving curriculums.

This

study provides both adequate pre and post treatment measures and a reasonable comparison group upon which future
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decisions can be made around designing further studies.

Organization of the Dissertation

The study consists of five chapters.

Chapter One

presents an introduction to the study, statement of the
problem, definition of terms, and significance of the
study.

Chapter Two reviews the relevant literature.

Chapter Three describes in detail the design, measurements, sample and procedures used in the study.

Four presents the evaluation data.

Chapter

Chapter Five sum-

marizes the results and presents the conclusions and

implications derived from the evaluation data and discussed in light of the review of the literature.

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

The purpose of this literature review is to explore

the theories and constructs about children's thinking
and problem-solving abilities.

This is divided into ten

sections, with the first section serving as an introduc-

tion to the research on children's thinking.

A histori-

cal perspective is provided in the second section, building on the base of the work of the Eight Year Study in

the 1930s.

A move is made in Section Three to frame the

essence of thought.

The work of Bruner is raised in

regard to operations of thinking and intellectual growth.

Section Four briefly reviews the research which deals
with "styles" of thinking.

Guilford's convergent-

divergent thinking model is discussed, as well as Kagan
and Peel's approaches.

Piaget's extensive work on child-

ren's thinking is the main focus of Section Five.

Section

Five also touches upon other early theorists who dealt

with conditions and strategies for problem-solving, such
as Suchman, Duncker and Wertheimer.
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The emphasis in Section Six is on Alschuler/Wein-

stein

s

Self-Knowledge Theory and on Kohlberg's Moral

Development work.

The conditions and stages of children's

growth in these areas are discussed in an overview format.
Section Seven presents a selected review of three

different creativity training programs and discusses
their effectiveness in some depth.

Section Eight ties

syntectics and Piaget together through the processes of

assimilation and accommodation.

Section Nine provides

an informative introduction to the Williams Total Cre-

ativity Program.

Section Ten presents a final synthesis of personal

constructs on children's creative problem-solving skills
and lends an ear to the future in developing hypotheses
for further investigation.

Part I;

Research on Children's Thinking

The development of thinking or problem-solving has

served as a focal point in education and psychology for a
long period of time.

However/ the implementation of this

objective in curriculum and teaching has been sporadic and
ineffective for several reasons.
First, thinking has been treated as a global process.

Consequently/ the issue of defining thinking is still
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relatively untouched, as is the need to identify its
specific behavioral operations, especially in terms
which
can help in the planning of effective teaching strategies.

Over the years and across many dimensions, thinking has

meant anything that goes on in the head, from daydreaming
to creating a concept of relativity.

Knowledge about the

development of thinking has also been strewn among
of models and terms.

jungle

a

The chief contributions to under-

standing the developmental sequence in the growth of cognitive skills has come from Piaget and his followers.

Several misleading assumptions have maintained

a

forefront which has handicapped the implementation of

thinking as a distinct educational objective.

One such

tenet is the assumption that assimilation of the products
of disciplined thinking produces disciplined thinking, or

that reflective thinking can not take place until a suf-

ficient body of factual information has been accumulated.

Another popular myth is that thought is an automatic

by-product of studying various subjects.

Some subjects

are supposed to convey this power independently of how

they are taught or learned.

This memorizing mathematical

formulae or steps in a math process is supposed to be more

efficient training than memorizing cake recipes even
though both may be learned in the same manner and call
for the same mental process.
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The combination of these factors has prevented the

focusing on the central issue of assisted versus unassisted growth in thinking.

The problem of training and

of developing strategies designed to stimulate the

development of cognitive skills is the core issue.

Cur-

riculum is seldom organized to focus on ACTIVE formation
and use of ABSTRACT ideas.

Classroom learning experiences

are not usually designed to provide a cumulative sequence
for the learning of cognitive skills which is at once psy-

chologically sound and logically valid.
Current teaching-learning procedures tend to nurture
a passive mastery of ideas instead of their active dis-

covery.

There is a tendency to follow recipes in solving

problems instead of analyzing problems and searching for

generalizations with which to organize facts and plan an
attack on problems.

A Historical Aside

.

In the 1930s, concern for the development of critical

thinking was at the core of much of the work of the Eight
Year Study, sponsored by the Progressive Education Association

.

The staff of the Eight Year Study spent years

identifying certain aspects of thought, analyzing the

process involved in each and developing some highly
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diagnostic evaluation instruments to measure progress
in
mastering them.

From this study, the objective of think-

ing was divided into three specific areas:

The ability

to infer generalizations from specific data; the ability
to apply known principles in explaining new situations or

predicting consequences, the ability to do critical thinking per se (Smith & Tyler, 1942).

Several other studies

of critical thinking were initiated but not brought to

completion, such as the Cornell Study of Critical Thinking
(Anderson, 1942; Anderson, Marcham,

&

Dunn, 1944).

Earlier, Dewey (1933, p. 107-115) had developed a
model for scientific inquiry, describing the steps in this

inquiry as consisting of suggestions, intel lectualization
hypothesizing, reasoning and testing hypotheses by action.
In practice, this model was converted into sequential steps
in problem-solving.

This model may still be in use to some

extent today, except that the sequence of steps has been

mechanized instead of being checked and enlarged through
empirical testing of its utility in a variety of contexts.
Also about this time, Piaget began his studies of

cognitive development over forty-five years ago.
was not widely read until fairly recently.

Piaget

One reason

was his descriptive observational method was uncongenial
to the statistical approach to research which prevailed

at the time.

Also, Piaget's approach was epistomological
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which was foreign to the experience of American psychologists.

Finally, in his effort to combine the logical and

psychological approach to thinking, Piaget created an
idiosyncratic terminology which was difficult to understand (Flavell, 1963).

Today there is a highly receptive climate for the
study of cognitive processes which has resulted in a

renewed interest in the earlier work.

Rather than being

considered an esoteric and eccentric researcher, Piaget
is now thought of as an author of a monumental theoretical

edifice.

His conceptual model of thinking is employed in

many current research studies, in experimental laboratories, and in classrooms.

It is also fascinating to note

that some of the findings from these recent studies bear
a remarkable likeness to the results of the earlier thought

and work.

While the current research on thinking sheds new

light on the earlier assumptions, its results also confirm
the earlier semi-intuitive conceptions.

The Essence of Thought

.

At present, mutliple questions about the very nature

of thought remain to be answered before even a gross

theory can emerge regarding what thinking is and what its
elements and characteristics are,

Bruner (1963) raises four questions regarding opera-
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tions of thinking and intellectual growth:
1.

What is the nature of the representation of the
world, and how do these representations change
with growth?

2.

What is the scope of connectiveness of particular representatives?

Some representations

encompass great generic clients of the world
and permit ready recognition of the relations

between things.

Others are highly specific,

event-bound, time-bound, and permit little

transfer of knowledge and skill from one
situation to another.

How does transferability

come about?
3.

How do we operate on these representations in

order to predict or extrapolate and otherwise
go beyond the information given?

How does a

transformation of the operations of the child
into the operations of the adult take place?
4.

Which of the kinds of cognitive operations that
a

person can perform depend on one's generic

code, and which of them depend upon instruments,

appliances, forms, and other types of intellectual

prosthetic devices or aids to skill that can be
added?
A definite distinction is made between the problems
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connected with concept formation and those pertaining
to
strategies by which concepts are related to each other and
by which they are otherwise transformed and operated upon.
These are vital issues, because on their resolution

depends how we conceive curriculum, instruction and other
means of equipping human beings for growth in cognitive and

affective functioning.

A differentiation is reached

between what comes about unassisted in cognitive and

affective functioning and where assistance and training
are needed.
At present, there are only a few substantial studies
of thinking which concern themselves with processes and

strategies of thought and each seems to be using a different frame of reference based on different assumptions.

Confusion seems to prevail about the role of the psychological and logical aspects of thought.

distinguishes the two.

Peel

(1960, p.

Piaget (1953)

89) states that

thought can be studied both as a psychological phenomenon
and as a logical system.

"If the psychology of thought

is concerned with how people think,

the logic of thought

can be considered as the model of actual thought."

For

example, concept formation involves specific psychological processes, such as discriminating the elements or

properties of objects or events, but the kinds of dis-

criminations that are made can be assessed in terms of
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their logical form, relevance, level of abstraction,
and
of their appropriateness to the logical Gestalt of
the

task of producing or discovering the concept in question.
It is also important to distinguish and to study the

various types of thought processes such as differentiation, concept attainment, influence or generalization, and

the ways in which they come about.

It is actually impor-

tant to apply logical criteria in describing the content
of these processes.

Concepts, generalizations, and judg-

ments, as products of thought can be of different levels
of abstraction and complexity.

For example, one can group

and classify information on different levels of generality.

Inferences can be fairly close to that which is given, or
make a leap.

There may also be, as Dienes (1959) suggests, an

inherent relationship between the process and the content:
"Apart from differences in individual emphasis

..

.we must

consider the possibility that there are ways which are

objectively better or more efficient for acquiring

a given

concept ..."
One element in obtaining a match between processes
of thought and their products may be found in the hierar-

chical motive of these products.

It is conceivable that

there are differences in the strategy of concept attainment, depending on the abstractness and complexity of tne
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concept involved.

Styles of Thinking

.

A brief review of research reveals several types of

approaches to the study of cognition in general, and of

thought in particular.

Several studies are concerned with

the styles of thinking and with the individual differences
in these styles.

Individuals presumably have a predilec-

tion toward one or the other way of selecting what they

respond to in their environment and of organizing what
they know and see.

The genesis of the styles is still

obscure, although one assumption is that it is related to

personality factors.
The term "style" refers to a mode or modes of thought

which an individual employs rather persistently in a variety of different cognitive tasks, such as selecting a basis
for grouping objects, determining how to label what one

sees and how to organize the various aspects of the environment.
A variety of such styles have been identified.

Bart-

of
lett and Rokeach speak of the closed and open systems

thought.

The former is characterized by uniformity of the

process and of the order of steps.

Once the necessary

is
amount of evidence has become available, the thinker

he/she takes.
sooner or later compelled to take the route
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In contrast, the open system of thought breaks out of

this mold (Bartlett, 1958; Rokeach, 1960).
This classification is very similar to the convergent

and divergent thinking described by Guilford (1960).

Con-

vergent thinking is a mode of thinking which is directed
toward finding a correct or a "right" answer by a pre-

determined method.

Divergent thinking is oriented toward

the novel and the unusual, both in method and in the

answer sought.

This classification of styles of thought

is employed in several studies,

such as Getzels and Jack-

son's (1963) study of creativity.
Kagan, Moss, and Sigel

(1960) distinguish three kinds

of labeling behavior;

descriptive labeling, which follows the

1.

manifest physical attributes of objects,
such as identifying a group of people in

uniform as "all soldiers";
relational-contextual labeling, which

2.

denotes a functional interdependence between
objects, such as grouping a man with a cane
who is wearing glasses and a boy by saying
"the boy is helping the blind man across

the street";
3

.

categorical-inferential, which describes
subsuming an object or event under a group
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label which is representative of a total

class

,

such as grouping together all things

which are tools.
Peel describes four styles of thinking:

explanatory, productive, and integrative.
ing,

thematic,

Thematic think-

such as the pattern employed in creative writing, is

relatively free except that the associations are controlled,
directed, or unified by the theme, presenting a consistent
whole.

Productive thinking is employed when an individual

is called upon to apply his/her knowledge in new situations.

Integrative thinking reveals itself in the invention of new
theories or systems of thought.

It embraces a wide range

of apparently dissimilar operations, which actually may

represent only the more "finely discriminative and majes-

tically comprehensive variations of the first three kinds
of thinking."

While these studies of styles of thinking are highly
suggestive and provocative, it is a challenge to translate their results into educational strategy.

Furthermore,

the variance in terminology used to describe essentially

similar styles makes it difficult to consolidate the ideas
from these studies into a single comprehensive system.
A more serious problem lies in the fact that the

styles of thought do not represent discernable thought

processes.

Rather, they are merely qualities or charac-
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teristics which are present in several different categories of thought processes, such as formation of concepts,

the interpretation of data, and the application of principles, general qualities of thought, these styles are

not directly teachable.

Toward a Development of Thought

.

Another series of studies has focused on the development of thought.

Noted among these are studies conducted

by Piaget and his followers.

The theory underlying these

studies is too complex to summarize at this point.

There-

fore, only a few points which have the greatest bearing

on classroom teaching and interaction will be discussed.
Of singular importance is the central hypothesis of Piaget

that there is an "invariant" developmental sequence in
the growth of thought.

Thinking can be described as the

progressive maturation of logical cognitive operations,
such as the ability to make increasingly more refined

differentiations and to handle more abstract concepts
and relationships.

Piaget cites three major periods in this sequence.
The first is the sensory motor stage, in which the coor-

dination of the various senses is accomplished.

The

second period is that of organizing concrete operations,
or operational thought, which is characterized by deriving
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abstract structures of thought from the manipulation of
objects.

In this period a child is able to make limited

and tentative alterations in the environment.

The child

is able to perceive abstract relationships among the

variables in the objects he manipulates.

Thus, the

capacity to think abstractly is expressed through the

manipulation of objects.

Properties of the environment

are then brought to light by these manipulations, and

therefore form an empirical basis for later conceptual
ordering of objects and events.

Even though abstraction

is possible under these conditions, differentiation of

the abstract properties of objects and events is still

imperfect
The third period is that of formal thought, in

which the individual begins to use propositional thinking
to work with propositions in place of things themselves.
The representation becomes symbolic and acquires equivalence.

The conceptual system acquires reversibility

wholes can be composed, decomposed, and recomposed into

new combinations.

The individual is able to deal with

the form of events or arguments independently of their

particular, concrete and immmediate empirical content.
Trial and error is replaced by a capacity to hypothesize
the possibilities (Hunt, 1961, Ch. 6).

This last form of thought is a much more powerful one
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because it produces a rather double-pointed intellect
and
eliminates the necessity for random trial and error.
It
is also a major step toward liberation from "a slavish
and

distorting accommodation to immediate reality," and as
such amounts to a fundamental reorientation toward

cognitive problems (Flavell, 1963, p. 305).

While it is helpful to conceptualize an individual
as characterized by a given cognitive structure, he/she

will not necessarily be able to perform within that structure on all tasks.

There is also a hidden uniformity

within the apparent differences between one stage and
another (Flavell, 1963, p. 23).
This development of thought is hierarchical, in that

each stage increases the abstractness and complexity of

cognitive structures and operations.

The mental struc-

tures developed at any preceding stage are also prerequi-

sites to success in the subsequent one and are incorpor-

ated into it.
a

Essentially, this maturation takes place by

hierarchical organization, both of the information proc-

essing strategies and the symbolic representations of

experience.

For example, the concrete operations must

precede the formal operations, for the mastery of the
former is both psychologically and logically necessary
for the activation of the latter.

At each stage, new

competencies are developed which extend the individual's
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grasp and control of the world and his freedom from
immediate stimulus (Flavell, 1963, p. 20).
Furthermore, this continuous creation of increasingly
more complex structures of mental organization or schemata
is tne product of interaction between the organisms and the

demands of the environment.

Cognitive operations can thus

be viewed as products of the individual's active effort to

cope with his environment, and therefore all active proc-

esses which are not fully controlled by environmental

stimulation or passive conditioning.
The variety and adequacy of the schema for abstract

thinking that a particular child has depend on his/her

maturity as well as the nature of his/her experience, the
quantity of concrete instances he/she has encountered,
the frequency and the quality of occasions demanding

reorganization of conceptual schema to which he/she has
been exposed, and the amount of attention offered by
adults
The processes of assimilation and accomodation also

characterize the intellectual functioning.

These proc-

esses operate on any level of thought, at any age level,
and with any content.

Assimilation means that the in-

dividual, in any cognitive encounter with the environment,
of necessity organizes the objects and events into his

existing cognitive structure, and invests them with the
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meaning dictated by that system.

He perceives each new

phenomenon in terms of an already existing conceptual
framework, and new phenomena have meaning only to the

extent that they can be fitted into patterns of concepts
and relationships that already exist in his/her mind.
In contrast, accommodation is a process of adaptation

to the "variegated demands of the environment."

This

process occurs when the new experience does not fit the

particular conceptual schema the individual has at the
moment and therefore he must rebuild or extend his scheme
to meet the new demands.

For instance, a young child's

concept of measurement may be that of measuring with
yardstick, such as the volume of water in

a jar,

a

the

child has to extend his concept of measuring to include

other and different means.

Eventually, he must evolve

the abstract idea of measurement and distinguish it from
all and any specific means of measuring.

Such reorganiza-

tion takes place only as he is progressively induced to
cope with phenomena that do not fit his current schemata.
The assimilation-accommodation model of intellectual

functioning, in effect, constitutes a germ of a theory of
intelligence.

In Piaget's theory,

they constitute the

fundamental ingredients of intelligence.

Both are present

in every cognitive act, of whatever type or developmental

level.

However, their relationships changes drastically
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both within and between the developmental stages,
and
these alterations depend upon the kind of intellectual

functioning that takes place (Flavell, 1963, pp. 44-52,
58)

As yet, only a few studies are concerned with strate-

gies of thought, and still fewer deal with the complexi-

ties of these strategies under classroom conditions.

Bruner with his associates (1956) have examined the strategies of concept attainment under simplified and highly

controlled laboratory conditions.

These conditions are

a far cry from the complexities of classroom conditions

which involve not only processes other than concept forma-

tion but also chains of processes and sequences of patterns.
The strategies of problem-solving are the object of
a few other studies.

The initial classical attempt to

study strategies of problem-solving was made by Duncker
(1945).

His method was to present a problem to a subject

and then to ask him to think aloud while he was proceeding
to solve it.

Duncker makes a distinction between an

organic method of problem-solving and a mechanical one.
The "organic" problem-solver proceeds by "re-phrasing"

the problem according to his/her insight into the struc-

ture of the problem which he has acquired from his back-

ground and experience.

He may suggest at first a partial

solution, then re-phrase the problem and proceed with
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this until ne reaches an effective restatement or else

discovers that his solution is none at all.
then switch over to a different attack.

He/she may

In contrast, the

mechanical" problem— solver applies his/her previous knowledge to a poorly analyzed problem and this having failed,

then tries anything by trial and error, in a haphazard

order

Duncker also describes the necessary conditions to
arrive at an organic solution.

It is important to under-

stand the essential structure of the problem, to distin-

guish the essential from the irrelevant conditions, to
decide how to vary the appropriate elements meaningfully,
to analyze a situation in terms of the goal, to determine

what stands between the goal and its realization, and to
analyze the available materials in order to know what can
be used.

What direction the process of solution takes

depends upon the relief map (or the cognitive map) of
the problem and the disposability, movability, and vari-

ability of its elements.

Duncker suggests that, while

knowledge and habit play a role, the thought process is
the most influential factor for creating "looseness" or

flexibility in solving problems.
out,

Wheeler (1958) points

further, that individuals may suffer from functional

fixedness when they become so set in their perception of

objects or the relationships between their elements that
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they are incapable of new responses.

This rigidity and

inelasticity makes it impossible to restructure the problem and the materials of thought.

Wertheimer (1945) analyzes

somewhat similar strate-

a

gy of problem-solving under the name of productive thinking.

He observed elementary school children solving prob-

lems of geometry, such as finding the area of a parallel-

ogram, and examined their approaches to these tasks.

He,

too, postulates that the root of all productive thinking
is in the discovery of the fundamental structural proper-

ties of the problem, the ability to see relationships

between the different elements of the structure, and
organizing the "field" of the problem so that sensible
Wertheimher proposes that

thought can be applied to it.

problem-solving processes prepare the student's reasoning
powers so that he/she can use the generalizations he/she
has already acquired constructively and productively in

further thought.

students must acquire a

To do this,

perspective on the problem to which
fact, or an operation applies.

a

generalization, a

They need to understand

the essence of the problem to be able to select and

assemble from previous experiences knowledge that applies
sensibly and significantly.

Sensible application of

previous knowledge requires a reasonable restructuring
perspective.
of the problem in order to see it in a new
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Wertheimer maintains that the difference between
prescriptive and productive learning lies in the delicate

balance between what is given to the student and what
cognitive operations he/she is asked to perform upon that
which is given.

Prescriptive teaching, or giving the

student what he should discover himself, produces non-

adaptive learning because such teaching does not allow
the student to acquire a rational understanding.

The

learner can only perceive each new learning task as similar to one he has mastered before, and is therefore pre-

disposed to reinstate in the current situation the mental
acts which he has previously used.

In this sense, one

can say that prescriptive teaching prevents a creative
use of the mind, and prevents the transferability of

learning

Suchman (1962, pp. 29-42) attempted to study the
methods of generating autonomous inquiry in elementary
school age children.

His methodology consists of pre-

senting children with silent motion picture demonstrations of problem episodes in physics.

Each of the prob-

lem episodes illustrates certain key principles or causal

conceptions of physics.

These episodes are designed to

baffle children, or to create a "cognitive dissonance"
and thereby a "set" for search and inquiry.
how
The children are then faced with the problem of
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to explain the phenomena.
by asking questions.

The children begin the inquiry

They are required to phrase their

questions in such form as to be answered with a "yes" or
"no".

A child may continue asking questions until he/she

voluntarily relinquishes the floor.

These conditions per-

mit the children to get information if they learn to ask

productive questions and to structure their probes.

They

cannot do "brain-picking."
The training in inquiry process follows a sequence

which begins with the analysis of the presented episode to

verify the available facts.
for their relevance.

These facts are then examined

Finally comes the task of explaining

the observed phenomena by ascertaining the principles and

relationships which govern the changes shown in the film.
Suchman called this induction of relational constructs.
The individual is now forced to bring to bear his/her

existing conceptual systems in hypothesizing causal rela-

tionships and testing them.
Suchman

's

study of inquiry training involved both an

analysis of the elements of thought and of the strategy
of inquiry which children pursue.

He postulates that the

cycle of operations in autonomous inquiry involves four

types of action:

verification.

searching, processing, discovery and

Each activity in turn involves certain

more specific processes.

For example, data processing
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consists of analysis

,

the breaking down of complexes

into their component parts; comparison, or the bringing

together of comparable elements to discern differences
and similarities; isolation, or a selective separation
of and attention to small groups of variables; and repeti-

tion, or repeated juxtaposition of elements of data to

decrease the probability of unrecognized elements.
A number of common features can be found in all these

studies of strategies of thought.

First, all state that

there is a generic method of inquiry and/or problem-solving

which is relatively independent of the content.

The rela-

tive role of a generic method of inquiry and of the mastery
of appropriate information in thinking has been debated for
a

long time, and is under scrutiny again today.

thought cannot proceed from nothing.

Obviously,

Yet, the way of

acquiring needed information may induce a restrictive "set"
which may prevent the restructuring of the problem and
limit productive thought and autonomy of inquiry.

Emphasis

on acquisition of meaningful knowledge, which is often

regarded as an efficient alternative to discovering the

structure of the problem and the principle for solving it,
does not resolve the difficulty, because it is difficult
to define meaningfulness without reference to the context
in which the knowledge is used.
It must be remembered also that a relationship exists
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between the level of abstraction in conceptualization of
which the problem— solver is capable and the aspects of the

structure of the problem which he can perceive.

The

higher the level of abstraction or the larger the "scope
of representation "use Bruner's terminology, the greater
,

the possibility of devising a simple structure for solving
a problem.

The greater the range of elements which can be

considered as only incidents of the general case, the more
encompassing the solution.

In other words, capacity for

abstraction can extend the control over possible solutions.
Inversely, a lower level of abstraction tends to produce
more scattered organizational patterns in problem-solving,
a more complex structure of the problem,

and a design for

its solution which encompasses fewer elements.

The studies of strategies of thought described above

also assume that the fundamental intellectual activity is

that of "discovering" the structure of the problem, the
chief principle and the main causal relationship between
the events.

In this discovery process is seen the pos-

sibility both for developing autonomy in thinking and the

possibility for transfer of methodology and of knowledge.
These studies also suggest or actually propose a new

strategy and a new role for the teacher, parent, psychologist, or counselor to stimulate cognitive processes.

In

order to guide the process, the first requirement for this
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strategy is that adults themselves have a cognitive map of
the concepts and mental operations involved in the various

learning tasks.

They must be able to diagnose the type and

the level of thought processes children bring to these
tasks.

They must, further, employ methods which maximize

the autonomy of thought and follow a psychologically cal-

culated sequence for attaining it.

Finally, it is neces-

sary to distinguish the methods of instruction which pro-

duce an efficient fact-holder from those which generate

creative and productive thinking.
not mutually exclusive.

These two goals are

As Peel points out,

"We need a

balance between over-information and freedom, a poise

between lack of information and the fettering of imagination by too much of it."

(Peel,

1960, p.

Self-Knowledge and Moral Development

171)

.

Another area of importance in the development of

complex thinking is knowledge about ourselves and others
as social beings.

Alschuler and Weinstein (1976) are examining through
current research projects, the levels of conscious awareness that people possess about themselves.

Their work in

the area is relevant to this paper because it assumes that

self-knowledge is greatly determined by the cognitive
operations available to the individual.

In their project,
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Alschuler and Weinstein interviewed students between the
ages of

7

and 68 years in an attempt to investigate con-

scious awareness.

They asked the individuals to recall a

memorable experience and expand on all the important
actions, feelings and thoughts which took place.

These

descriptions were then analyzed with a system which helped
to identify the individuals' developmental levels.

The

following insert demonstrates the four levels of self-

knowledge that resulted from Alschuler and Weinstein's
project.

Stage

Elemental Stage
Subjects in this stage recount the memorable experience in a fragmented, list-like fashion.
Events are incomplete and show little continuity.
They are overt, external, and observable rather
than subjective.
There are no metasituational statements--that is, no statements that summarize several
situations.
The self in the story has to be inferred
by the listener instead of being disclosed by the
For example, "I was bit by a dog. The dog
speaker.
It was raining.
I slipped down."
was big.
Is

2:
Situational Stage
Subjects begin to describe subjective states,
but the discussion seldom goes beyond the particular
The various parts of the recollected
situation.
experience are connected in a causal chain. There
are some attempts to define the general tone of the
situation, but there is still no attempt to relate
The subjects
the situation to other situations.
see consisthan
rather
frame
one
time
within
stay
The descripsituations.
past
across
of
self
tency
and
global
rather
are
states
tions of internal
bit
by a
was
"I
example,
For
lacking in nuances.
I
mad
was
think
I
me.
bit
I screamed when he
dog.
me
upset
It
day.
bad
It was a rather
and afraid.
for a long time afterward."

Stage
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Stage

3:

Stage

4:

Patterned Stage
Subjects begin to see themselves as consistent across situations. True hypotheses about
self form and are tested against past experiences
(for example, "I guess I must have problems with
authority").
The person begins to see a pattern to
his or her social behavior.
The subject makes predictive statements about how he or she would probably
react in a given situation, knowing what he or she
knows about himself or herself. Situations are
defined abstractly ("things that threaten me") rather
than physically ("things that are hot"). Behavior is
described dispositional ly ("I have a tendency to get
overly involved with members of the opposite sex")
rather than overtly ("I try to kiss all the girls")
Process Stage
Subjects do more than describe their personality patterns.
They also have an awareness of
how they deal with their internal states. Subjects
can describe the process by which they control and
modify their feeling and moods ("I try to make my
guilt work positively by setting realistic deadlines
and then feeling anxious if it looks like I'm not
meeting those deadlines"). The awareness of how
"self directs self" is explicit, conscious.
In the
previous stage generalized patterns are merely described, but there is no evidence that the self is
In
seen as a possible agent in the change itself.
this stage the self is seen as proactive in influencing internal states ("I began to give myself
permission to express my true feelings").
It is apparent that there is a strong parallel

between the A1 schuler /Weinstein stages and the stages of
general cognitive development.

Stage

1

(elemental) is

bound by somewhat unorderly mental images of physical
events.

Stage

2

(situational) becomes less governed by

superficial appearance of events, and as a result cognitive operations become more organized and more interpretive.

Stage

3

(patterned) indicates that events that may

V
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be separated by time or appearance are somewhat related.

References to "I" indicate an ability to perceive selfconsistency.

Stage

(process) is similar to the stage of

4

formal operations in that it requires the individual to

think about his/her thoughts.

It is implied that Stage

4

thinkers require more complex cognitive structures than
those of the previous stages.

According to Alschuler and Weinstein's model, people
show an increase across age in their inference skills

which they apply to remembered events.

Patterns begin to

emerge across situations and individuals are able to

depict external events from self-perpetuated events, in
such a way that they are developing a sense of personal

commitment and responsibility.

A question for further

research in this area lies in whether one's ability to
/

use advanced stages of cognition is related to performance
in social adjustment.

Hence, will a higher level of cog-

nitive functioning yield more sophisticated social problemsolving abilities?

General cognitive development (and problem-solving

abilities) can also be tied with the development of moral
judgement.

Lawrence Kohlberg has labelled six stages of

moral development.

Kohlberg proposes that each successive

is more
stage requires a general form of cognition that

complex than the previous one.

The research on Kohlberg

s
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theory indicates that people need more than just exposure
to a highly moral peer group to develop moral judgement.
It seems logical to conclude that children need to be

taught how to think about problems rather than to be

taught the moral principles themselves.

On the Effectiveness of Creative-Thinking Training

Programs

—A

Selected Review of Programs

In recent years many educational programs and

materials have been devised to increase the creativity
of children and adults.

A variety of systematic educa-

tional attempts have been made to "train" for creative
thinking.

These range from simple techniques that can

be implemented with an hour or two of practice to pro-

grammed courses with specially designed materials for a
series of lessons that may require months to complete.
In addition

,

some educational programs attempt to foster

creativity indirectly by providing unstructured, nonevaluative classroom atmospheres.
If imaginative and productive thinking could be

taught, programmed courses with lengthy systematic training would seem the most likely to prove successful

.

Un

fortunately, programs of this type have rarely been subtestimonials
jected to meaningful evaluation, enthusiastic
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notwithstanding.

Exceptions are three widely used pro-

grams, which have been evaluated in several studies:

The

Productive Thinking Program (Covington, Crutchfield, and
Davis, 1966), the Purdue Creative Thinking Program
(

Feldhusen

Parnes

'

,

Speedie, and Treffinger, 1971), and Sidney

Course in Creativity (Parnes, 1959).

A brief

summmary of the evidence for the effectiveness of these
programs follows.

Productive Thinking Program

.

The Productive Thinking Program is designed to develop

creative problem-solving abilities and favorable attitudes

toward problem-solving.

Intended for fifth and sixth

graders, this program consists of sixteen individual work-

books using a cartoon format.

Each booklet presents a

detective-type mystery or problem, which two elementary
school aged characters, Jim and Lila, are required to
solve
As a problem unfolds, information is gradually pro-

vided, until the reader, along with Jim and Lila, is led
to solve the problem him/herself (Olton, 1969).

In work-

ing through the problems, the student is given instruc-

tion in a variety of problem-solving skills:

generating

with
many ideas, especially clever ones; evaluating ideas

problem;
respect to relevant facts and conditions of the
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looking at a problem in different and more fruitful ways

when one gets "stuck"; and integrating various thinking
skills in a productive coordinated fashion when faced

with a challenging intellectual task (Olton, 1969).

At

several points within each booklet, the student is asked
to write down his/her ideas on the problem; other ideas

he/she might have thought of are then presented so that
he/she can evaluate his/her own ideas.
The program attempts to develop favorable attitudes

toward problem-solving in a variety of ways.

The student

experiences continuing success because each problem is
broken down into a programmed sequence of steps.

Also,

since Jim and Lila are at first portrayed as rather poor

problem-solvers, who gradually learn problem-solving
skills, the student who identifies with Jim and Lila may

gradually develop confidence in his/her own problemsolving ability.
In this program productive thinking is broadly

defined as resourceful or clever thinking in problemsolving situations.

Many problems appearing in the book-

lets are convergent, in that there is only one right

answer.

Although a few divergent problems are also

included, requiring the student to think of many ideas or
answers, a heavier emphasis is placed on convergent

problem-solving abilities than is the case in most other
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creativity training programs.
The Productive Thinking Program has been evaluated

extensively (Covington and Crutchfield, 1965; Olton and
Crutchfield, 1969; Ripple and Dacey, 1967; Shively,
Feldhusen, and Treffinger, 1972; Treffinger and Ripple,
1967; Wardrop, Olton, Goodwin, Covington, Klausmeier,

Crutchfield, and Ronds, 1969).

The results have been

inconsistent, with some studies supporting the program's

effectiveness and other studies finding limited evidence
of its success.

In an earlier review of this literature,

Treff infer and Ripple (1971) concluded that the program

was most effective (1) when the lessons were spaced over
a period of time,

interval,

(2)

rather than massed within a short

when opportunities for supplementary

practice of productive thinking skills were provided,
(3)

when teachers were actively involved in the program,

and (4) when the problems used to assess the program's

effective ness were similar to those used in the training.
Since the Treffinger and Ripple review appeared, little
new research has been reported that would alter their

conclusions, although in a fairly recent study Shively
and Feldhusen (1972) found teacher involvement to be

unrelated to the program's effectiveness.

It should be

those
noted that the more carefully designed studies and

with the largest samples have produced less favorable
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evidence of the program's effectiveness than the smaller,
less well-designed studies.

The Productive Thinking

Program has been most successful in the development of

convergent problem-solving skills; but there has been
limited evidence that the skills learned in the program

generalize the problems unlike those used in the actual
training

Purdue Creative Thinking Program

.

The next training program to be considered is the

Purdue Creative Thinking Program, developed by John Feld-

husen and his colleagues at Purdue University.

Designed

to be used at about the fourth grade level, it stresses

the di vergent thinking abilities required to generate many

different ideas.
As described by Feldhusen, Speedie, and Tref finger
(

1971 ), this program consists of twenty-eight audiotapes

with accompanying printed exercises.

The first section

of each tape, a three-to-four minute presentation, gives

specific suggestions about creative thinking and stresses
its value.

A ten-minute historical story follows.

The

stories deal with important people and events in history
(e.g.,

explorers, statespeople

)

.

Accompanying each tape

in
is a related printed exercise, which provides practice

divergent thinking tasks.
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Three evaluations have been made of the Purdue Creative Thinking Program, one of which included a follow-up
All three studies have provided some evidence for

study.

the program's effectiveness in training divergent thinking.

The evidence is neither strong nor consistent, however,

despite the presence of methodological weaknesses that

could have provided spurious evidence of the program's
effectiveness.

The single follow-up study provided min-

imal evidence for the continued effectiveness of the

program seven months after its completion (Speedie,
Treffinger, and Feldhusen, 1971).

Parnes

'

Creativity Courses

.

A third creativity training program was developed by

Sidney Parnes, at the University of Buffalo.

An important

part of the Parnes program is brain-storming, a technique
for separating the processes of idea generation and idea

evaluation.

When trying to generate ideas, persons are

urged to state any that come into their heads, however
"wild" or seemingly impractical ideas might be.

The

course also includes a wide variety of additional techniques that can be used to enhance divergent tninking
skills.

Although originally designed for college under-

use with
graduates, the course has also been modified for

high school seniors.
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Four evaluation studies (Meadow and Parnes, 1959;
Parnes and Meadow, 1959, I960; Reese and Parnes, 1970)

have provided evidence that the course does improve

divergent thinking skills.

In three of these studies,

college undergraduates who had taken the course scored

higher than uninstructed students on a variety of divergent thinking tasks.

In another study, Parnes and Meadow

(1960) provided evidence that the effectiveness of the

training may persist for extended period of time; but
because of methodological limitations, the results of
this study extended the evidence for the course's

effectiveness to the high school level.

Instructed

students were found to be superior to uninstructed ones
on almost all the measures of divergent thinking used.

The program was more effective when the course materials

were presented entirely by instructors using standard

classroom techniques than when the materials were presented in booklet form with no instructor involvement.
In interpreting the results of all these evaluations

of the Parnes program, one should keep in mind that the

course provides practice in divergent thinking tasks

quite similar to those used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the program.

Thus it is not clear whether students

actually improved in creativity or simply oecame better
of
at taking tests of divergent thinking as a result
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extensive practice.

Nevertheless

with regard to training for divergent

,

thinking skills, the Parnes program has been considerably
more successful than either of the two othe programs dis-

cussed thus far.

Its success may in part be due to the

fact that it was used with college and high school stu-

dents, who may be more capable than elementary age child-

ren to think in terms of multiple possibilities.

Inhelder

and Piaget (1958) have hypothesized that not until adoles-

cence do children become fully capable of thinking in terms
of possibilities.

A more likely reason for its success is

that it has generally been taught with high teacher involvement.

All three creativity training programs reviewed here

have generally been more successful when teacher involvement
is high, probably because such involvement heightens stu-

dents' motivation to learn.
A final hypothesis for the success of the Parnes pro-

gram may be the free and tolerant atmosphere provided by

brainstorming.

Some researchers (e.g., Turner and Rains,

1965) have shown that simply giving brainstorming instruc-

tions before a divergent thinking task leads to higher

performance.
the classroom.

This finding has obvious implications for

For example, teachers might sometimes

place a moratorium on the criticism of ideas during
class discussions.

Students might also be given oppor-
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tunities to brainstorm individually, since it has been
found that persons doing so tend to produce more
or i9i na l ideas than the same number of persons brain-

storming as a group (Bouchard and Hare, 1970).

Even

with brainstorming instructions, a group situation may
be somewhat inhibiting.

To summarize, the three programs thus far reviewed

showed moderate success in training that aspect of cre-

ativity we have called imagination or productive thinking
An important limitation of all the evaluation studies was

the predominant use of criterion measures (usually tests)

quite similar to tasks used in the training programs them
selves.

Until all three programs are evaluated with a

wider spectrum of criterion measures, it will not be
clear whether the programs actually increase imaginative

thinking or simply provide test-taking practice on the

criterion measures.

Nevertheless, some guarded optimism

is in order.

Synectics;

An Overview .

Another procedure to enhance the creativity of
individuals is called Synectics, and was developed by

William Gordon.

Despite most people's association of

the creative process with the development 01 great works

finds
of art or music, or a clever new invention, Gordon
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that the creative mechanism expressed through Synectics

activities enhances empathetic ability, problem-solving

capacity in regard to personal problems or social issues,
as well as creative expression through writing.

He also

finds that the meaning of abstract ideas or concepts can
be enhanced through creative activity.

The basic element in the Synectics model is metaphoric

activity which draws on an analogy or comparison.

Gordon

believes that metaphoric activity helps us "break set" in
our thinking.

Another important element in this model is

the function of the group as an integral part of the cre-

ativity which is based on Gordon's rather unorthodox views
on the nature of creativity, and the role of metaphor in
the creative process.

Sharing the Synectic experience can

help to build and develop a feeling of group or community
among students.

Students learn about each other as they

watch their fellow classmates react to an idea or problem.
Thoughts are valued for their potential contribution to
the group process.

Synectics procedure helps create a

community of equals in which simply naving a thought is
the sole basis for status.

Synectics procedures have been used with students in
the
all areas of the curriculum, the sciences as well as

arts.

Some possible areas of use of Synectics are creative

writing, exploring social and disciplinary problems
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problem-solving with social issues, and intra- and interpersonal problems, evolving a design or product, and
helping students understand an abstract concept like
culture, prejudice or the economy.
The following is a model summary of the Synectics

process

Strategy One:
Phase One

Creating Something New

Description of Present Condition
Teacher gets students’ descriptions of
1

situation or topic as they see it now.
Phase Two

Direct Analogy
Students suggest direct analogies, select
one and explore (describe) it further.

Phase Three

Personal Analogy

Students "be the analogy" they selected in
Phase Two.
Phase Four

Compressed Conflict

Students take their descriptions from Phases
Two and Three, suggest several compressed

conflicts, and choose one.
Phase Five

Direct Analogy
Students generate and select another direct

analogy based on the compressed conflict.
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Phase Six

Re-examination of the Original Task

:

Teacher gets students to move back to

original task utilizing the last analogy
and/or entire synectics experience.

Synectics may be seen as one way of making Piaget's

developmental theory operational and an effective part of
education.

Both Piaget and Gordon seem to address them-

selves in complementary ways to the same central questions

about the learning process:

What is it?

And how do we

cooperate with it?
Piaget has determined that the process of pure assim-

ilation for a child is what we call "play."

That is, in

play a child is not gathering in anything really new about
the world around him, he is merely testing and celebrating

the already achieved systems of behavior he had available

within him.
Nothing fundamentally new is learned in play; "it's
only a happy display of known actions,"
p. 93).

(Piaget, 1962,

At most, an increasingly large range of external

people, things, and events are assimilated into tne pre-

existing patterns of thought and behavior

.

In play

,

the

child uses the world as an extension of himself, and

celebrates himself as the paradigm of the world.

"Sym-

pure
bolic play is merely egocentric thought in its

state," (Piaget, 1962, p. 166).
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Accommodation or "imitation" in the child is the
opposite process.

Here, the child adapts himself to what

he sees, and tries to understand it by imitating it, get-

ting the feel of it from inside.

Children's play is a form of "Making the Strange
Familiar," or of simply keeping everything as familiar as
possible.

Children's imitation is a form of "Making the

Familiar Strange," of exploring the unknown.
Piaget is not satisfied to state that such-and-such

processes occur.

He wants also to explain how they occur

Throughout the course of development in both play and imi
tation Piaget sees the same simple process at work:
The mistake the child makes in his interpretations reveal the inner mechanisms of his imitative technique and provide clear confirmation
The most typiof the findings we gave earlier.
In response to
cal example is that of the eyes.
my movement of opening and closing my eyes, T.
at 0.; 11 (14) opened and closed her mouth.
(obs. 25), L. at 0.; 11 (5) opened and closed
(obs. 29), and T.
her hands; then her mouth.
at 0.; 9 (30) did likewise with his hands and
In our view, mistakes such
(obs. 31).
mouth.
It cerilluminating.
extremely
as these are
the
considering
of
question
a
tainly cannot be
someone
of
movements
the
of
visual perception
else's eyes as a signal which sets in motion
the child's schemes of the hand or mouth, for
no bond of contiguity in space or time has
caused him to make a connection between them.
The child's mistake is due to confusion, it is
true, but it is intelligent confusion; the model
is assimilated to an analogous schema susceptiole
of translating the visual into the kinesthetic.
(Piaget, 1962, p. 44)

What Piaget has done in this passage is to give

a
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description of metaphor at work.

In assimilation/play

the work of metaphor is to reduce the world to the child
to "Make the Strange Familiar."

In accommodation/ imita-

tion the work of the metaphor is to expand the child to
the world

— "Make

the Familiar Strange."

It is precisely

Gordon's discovery that metaphor is the simple device by

which the human mind, both child and adult, accomplishes
its twin prodigies.

The difference between child and

adult is not that the child thinks by metaphor and the
adult without it, but that the child does not know he is

thinking metaphorically while the adult does know, and the
child cannot completely control or balance the metaphor

while the adult can.

Piaget's circular system of assimi-

lation and accommodation is therefore explicit:

a descrip-

tion of the workings of metaphor.

Gordon describes three kinds of metaphors, which,

depending upon how they are used, can either assimilate

reality to the personality or accommodate the personality
to reality.

The most basic form of metaphor Gordon calls
"

Direct Analogy:

Direct Analogy

of two objects or concepts:

sneaky burglar.

.

.

'

'A

:

is a simple comparison

crab walks sideways like a

the subject of the analogy is the first

part of the comparison

— 'a

crab.'

The analogue of the

analogy is the thing to which the subject is compared-burglar'

(Gordon, 1971, p.

18).

'a

According to Gordon the
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function of Direct Analogy as the basic kind of metaphor
is to enable the mind to think in comparisons and con-

trasts, that is, to think both synthetically and analytic-

ally in the same act.

Direct Analogy compresses many

functions into a single complex act, and does that in
such a way as to enable the mind to control all parts of

Piaget has detected this kind of activity

the process.

in one kind of children's game which he defines as "sim-

ple identification of one object with another" (Piaget,
1962, p. 123).

A second kind of metaphor Gordon calls Personal

Analogy:

"

Personal Analogy

:

is a description of how it

feels to identify with a person, a concept, a plant or
animal, or a non-living thing,"

(Gordon, 1971, p. 21).

The new element in this kind of analogy is that "I" am

one of the terms of comparison.

My feelings, movements,

etc., are the analogue to which something else is being

compared, or vice versa.

The more profound my identifi-

cation with the other, the more genuine the Personal
Analogy is.

According to Gordon, the purposes of making

oneself one of the terms of comparison are twofold:
ONESELF through
either (1) to generate terms for defining
external but
the exploration of the activities of some
for defining
analogous being; or (2) to generate terms
of one's own
some external being through an exploration
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analogous activities and feelings.
Piaget has discerned Personal Analogy in the games
of children in which there is "identification of the

child's body with that of other people or with things,"
(Piaget, 1962, p. 124).

Gordon has also distinguished

a

third kind of meta-

phor, which he calls Compressed Conflict.

this was known as paradox.

Classically,

It is a highly conceptual and

explicit statement of the paradox latent in the other
forms of analogy, and operates in the way Piaget says

concepts do, as an abstract summary of more concrete
images or behaviors.

Gordon defines it as:

"A poetic,

two-word description on a high level of generality where
the two words don't seem to fit and sometimes actually

contradict each other," (Gordon, 1971, p. 16).

In putting

Piaget and Synectics together, we may well have a threeword definition of intelligence:

the complementary proc-

esses of assimilation and accommodation, both accomplished
by means of metaphor.

Piaget has spent a great deal of

time defining with precision what is meant by the first
two terms; Gordon and his colleagues have spent their time

defining with great pragmatism what is meant by the third.
It may be that with Gordon's explicit and teachable

treatment of metaphor we may have the

rcey

to introducing

the richness of Piaget's developmental theory into the
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classroom.

The Williams

1

Total Creativity Program:
An Overview

Frank Williams' Total Creativity Program for Individ -

ualizing and Humanizing the Learning Process is

a

program

which helps teachers effectively recognize, arrange for
and reward vital but usually ignored components of behavior in their students.

The Williams Program consists of five paperback

volumes, two poster sets, two audiotapes, a teaching

strategies packet, and an instructor's manual.

These

components are designed for use by classroom teachers, or

guidance counselors.

The flexibility of the program

allows the components to be used by a variety of groups,
in different orders and in different ways.

Although the main purpose of Volume

Creative Potential

,

2,

Encouragin g

is to explicate the theory and ration-

also proale for the program, other useful information is

vided.

Many practical examples are given which explain

Piaget, Bloom,
how to translate theoretical constructs of

activities and
and Guilford into practical teaching
by pupils.
methodology likely to promote creative behavior
educaWilliams Program is most clearly a teacher
The
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tion or training program which contains no material for
pupils but rather a conceptual system for organizing both

existing curriculum materials and ongoing teaching behavior.

It includes pupil objectives for broad but behav-

ioral ly defined skill areas, instructions to teachers on

how to use the tests and additional directions for selecting and arranging teaching strategies to foster students'

skill in each area.

The skills, testing procedures and

teaching strategies are all generalizable to any aspect
of the curriculum.

Therefore, they collectively represent

an elaborate conceptual system which the teacher first

learns and then uses toward arranging classroom conditions

likely to promote creative behavior among students.
The Williams Program is a diagnostic-prescriptive

instruction program; it states behavioral ly only eight
skill outcomes for pupils:

fluency, flexibility, elabora-

tion, originality, risk taking, complexity, curiosity, and

imagination, all cognitive and affective skills essential
to productive thinking.

Although the skill categories are

broad, they are clearly defined in operational terms which

make it possible to identify and measure each type of skill
in many contexts.

Apart from enhancing the eight pupil thinking and
feeling processes, the Williams Program has yet another

practical outcome if properly implemented.

This simply is
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the variety it is likely to provide in the ongoing
opera-

tion of the classroom.

The teacher who attempts to use

eighteen teaching strategies and who encourages children to engage in all eight thinking and feeling processes
is probably bound to create a climate which is highly

varied, changing and individualized.

Even if the program

did not help children become more creative, it would

probably be worth the effort to implement it simply in
order to produce variation in daily activities and thus
enhance student motivation.

Properly implemented, the

Williams Program could do much to overcome grim and
inhuman conditions which sometimes exist in classrooms.

Creative Problem-Solving and Children's Thinking:
thesis of Personal Assumptions

A Syn-

.

All persons are creative but differ to the degree to

which they exhibit or possess potential creative behavior.

Everyone can learn to become more creative.
solve problems, but do so differently.

All persons

Everyone can learn

to solve problems more effectively.
It is my belief also that creativity is not a single

trait but a multitude of talents and skills including both

divergent thinking and the use of academic skills, acquisition of information, and convergent thinking taught in
schools.

Furthermore, creativity is essentially a multi-
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variate condition.

It cannot be either measured or taught

through only one or two best tests or teaching techniques.
Instead, it can only be assessed through many types of

measures and fostered through many different types of

instructional strategies and curriculum content.

Creativity is essentially the ongoing problem-solving

process which all persons use and depend upon.

It is both

learned and expressed by different people in different
ways, but always through an ongoing interaction of emo-

tions and logical thought (feeling and thinking).

In

other words, affective and cognitive behavior operate

consistently and simultaneously in all behavior, and

particularly in creative behavior.
My assumptions and beliefs are based in particular

upon Guilford's (1962) structure-of-the-intel lect model
and his empirical work which shows problem-solving,

intelligence or effective coping behavior to be based on
many different traits or talents.

They are also based

on Torrance's (1965) extensive past and more recent work
on the measurement and promotion of creative behavior.

worx
In addressing the implications drawn from tne
to be
of Piaget, that perhaps children cannot be taugnt

formal
creative until they have developed to the level of
levels
operational thought or become capable of complex
to call attention
of cognitive functioning, I would like
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to two apparent limitations of taxonomic models as useful

representations of children's creative growth and development.

The first logical limitation is that the mental

processes thought to be most closely related to creativity

occur at the top of the various hierarchies.
ask,

One might

"Does this mean that children in primary grades are

incapable of developing their creative potential?"
It is obvious how flexible,

NO

!

imaginative, curious and

perceptive young children are.

While children don't

produce major inventions or concepts, they are nevertheless highly inventive and creative in their own context

,

discovering much of what they learn.
The second limitation is the hierarchy itself, which

specifies that only after subordinate cognitive skills
have been learned can the higher-order, more creative

behaviors be learned and used.

It is my view that the

cognitive and affective processes specified by all such

hierarchies are correct.

What makes them inappropriate

for application to teaching are the two inherent assump-

tions that (1) only adolescent children or adults can be

expected to exhibit such behavior, and

(2)

behaviors

higher up on the taxonomy are contingent upon those
specified in the lower levels.
model
Again, use of the Guilford (1967) morphologic

addresses this issue quite well.

The Guilford model with
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its three dimensions

— operations

(processes), contents

(form of information acted upon), and products (type of

response or behavioral product required

— makes

no assump-

tions about which behaviors must precede others, and

posits no developmental sequence.

For this reason,

I

feel

it is more appropriate as a general model to guide the

teaching of many specific skills related to creativity
and problem-solving.

Also, unlike Piaget and Bruner, the

assumptions of Gagne's (1970) development of cognitive
abilities supports this thesis.

Robert Gagne (1970) sees

cognitive development as cumulative learning; complex
forms of learning representing the accumulation of

simpler forms of learning.

Unlike Piaget, Gagne does not

describe cognitive development in terms of general mental
stages.

Gagne's emphasis is on the specific skills that

are required to solve a particular problem.

To Gagne,

there is not general age-related stage of concrete operations, or a stage at which children are only able to use

discrimination learning

.

Gagne insists that specific

experience is sufficient in assisting a child to reach
mental operaa stage at which they can use higher order

tions.

Gagne's concern for the specific skills needed

relevant to this
to solve a given problem makes his work

instruction
thesis and to anyone trying to improve their

methods.

to teachIf one were to adopt Gagne's approach
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ing creative problem-solving skills, it would be necessary
to complete a task analysis

—a

breakdown of the tasks into

the forms of learning the task requires.

This approach

leaves one optimistic about the transmission of the wide

range of skills related to creative problem-solving and

effective thinking with children.

Prospective Problem-Solving Models for Use with Children.
Problem-solving is of specific concern for profes-

sionals who are interested in helping others generate
solutions to troublesome issues.

Counselors and psychol-

ogists are among such professionals.

A minor review of

the counseling literature reveals only a handful of

studies which have explicitly attended to problem-solving.
The purpose of this overview section is to delineate and

clarify the various decision-making models within the
counseling context which may be useful with children in
teaching creative problem-solving skills.
For the most part, decision-making implies three

major phases or movements:

defining the problem, con-

sideration of alternatives, and commitment to action.
One specific decision-making model worthy of further

investigation is that of Brammer (1973).

Brammer's ten-

step, systematic decision-making process pays close

attention to the quality of the relationship between
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client/counselor or teacher/student as the case may be.
Brammer emphasizes the importance of value clarification in the decisional process:
1.

Establish a relationship and get the helpee
involved.
Helpee must be interested in the
process and have hope that they have the
power to make decisions that will influence
their lives profoundly.

2.

State and clarify the problem and determine
goals
This step is a special application
of the goal-setting process described in the
preceding section.
.

3.

Determine and explore alternatives to the
more apparent solutions.

4.

Gather relevant information. This may take
the form of active seeking and reading by the
helpee, statements of fact by the helpee,
simulation games, films or tests.

5.

Explore implications of information and consequences of the alternatives.

6.

Clarify values that underlie personal choices.
Helpers must know what they desire and the
order in which they value those desires. The
helper leads the helpee into exploration of
his interests, competencies, family circumstances, social expectations and realities.

7.

8.

9

.

10.

R e-examine the goals alternative choices,
A final check on
risks, and consequences.
and implications
information
the
understanding
decision.
final
the
before
is made
,

Decide on one of the alternatives and formulate
a plan for or course of action implementing
that decision.

Generalize the process to new life situations.
Try out the plan for implementing the decision
with periodic re-evaluation in light of new
information and changing circumstances.
(Brammer, 1973, p. 143)
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Robert Carkhuff (1973) also presents a problem-solving
model with eight underlying principles:
1.

Explore problems by responding to the client.

2.

Understand the client’s problem by building
picture or construct of the client in relationship to the outside world.

3.

Define the problem in specific terms.

4.

Define a goal to be achieved.

5.

Generate several courses of action.

6.

Examine the client's value hierarchy.

7.

Make a decision for action.

8.

Implement the choice.

a

This model suggests value weighing and careful assessment
of alternatives as helpful in decision-making.

Janis and Mann (1977) have very carefully canvassed
the research literature on decision-making and concluded

that there are seven criteria essential for ideal problemsolving action.

The decision-maker, within his/her best

ability and capability:
1.

Thoroughly canvasses a wide range of alternative
courses of action;

2.

Surveys the full range of objectives to be fulfilled and the values implicated by the choice;

3.

4

.

Carefully weighs whatever he knows about the
costs and risks of negative consequences, as
well as the positive consequences, that could
flow from each alternative;
Intensively searches for new information relevant to further evaluation of the alternatives;
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5.

Correctly assimilates and
new information or expert
is exposed, even when the
ment does not support the
initially prefers;

6.

Re-examines the positive and negative consequences of all known alternatives, including
those originally regarded as unacceptable,
before making a final choice;

7.

Makes detailed provisions for implementing or
executing the chosen course of action, with
special attention to contingency plans that
might be required if various known risks were
to materialize.

takes account of any
judgement to which he
information or judgecourse of action he

(Janis and Mann, 1977, p. 11)

These are only a sampling of the various decision-making

models available in the literature.

However, they repre-

sent a firm base upon which one may build skills and

strategies for teaching young children problem-solving

behaviors

.

One of the most outstanding messages from al

of

this information on creativity and problem-solving needs
to be reiterated.
a

That is, the intelligent solution of

problem seems to involve more than trial and error.

Evidence shows that it more often requires a fresh insight based on a sudden shift in the way the problem
is viewed.

In this light, it seems sensible to conclude

by highlighting the dire need of training in both cre-

ativity and problem-solving skills for children.

If the

partnership of specific skills and insight are the essen-
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tial elements in effective problem-solving, fixation is

surely its archenemy.

Fixation is overcome and insight

attained by a sudden shift in the way the problem or
objects involved in it are viewed.

The work described

here has pointed to some of the factors that necessitate
this sudden shift in thinking and perceiving, but pre-

cisely what brings it about is essentially unknown.
Therein lies the challenge and excitement of creatively
solving this central problem of problem-solving!

Conclusion

One of the problems which has arisen as a result of
all of this background in thinking and creativity is how

does one actually activate and transmit these creative

problem-solving models in environments such as the classroom?

One hypothesis to be explored in this study is to

actually teach children the various problem-solving steps,
as in Carkhuff's model, or by also building on techniques

borrowed from Synectics, brainstorming, and inquirytraining.

approach
It is my goal to design a systematic

a way that
to teaching this hypothetical model in such

individual stuthe value of the transaction between the

dent and teacher is preserved.

A technology of teaching

encourage research
based on deterministic assumptions that
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for causes of creativity allows further individual freedom
and creativity.

A teacher who believes that a student

creates a work of art due to his/her spontaneous "creative faculty" will not examine the contingencies under

which this particular student produces novel works.

This

teacher is less likely to explain such work when it
occurs again.

In turn, this educator is less likely

to induce students to behave creatively.

One might next hypothesize that the role of educa-

tion lies in inducing those novel behaviors that extend
the individual's freedom from aversive characteristics in
two ways:

by developing physical and cultural technology

and by teaching behavioral and transactional technology

which is capable of discerning and correcting troublesome

contingencies.

The latter implies teaching self-

managed problem-solving techniques with stress on selfreliance, which directly facilitates the generation of

creative behaviors by the individual.

For instance, a

scientist or an artist is not free or creative when his/
her work is affected by financial success or professional

acclaim as much as a compulsive gambler is not free when
he/ she gambles even though nobody forces him/her to do so.
A creative student is self-reliant when he/she executes

his/her behavioral competence, and generalization of the
learned behavior to noneducational environments.

Self-
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reliance and creativity are impossible without generalization of the new, learned responses to new conditions.

Novel responses of the student of physics or art are much
less likely to occur if his/her problem-solving or paint-

ing is controlled by his/her teacher.

His/her behavior

should be occasioned by critical stimul: rather than by

what others prompt him/her to do.
Teaching processes should include opportunities that
will strengthen exploration of novel stimuli
of the environment.

— curiosity

For example, when a parent buys a

toy for a child and shows him/her explicitly how it works
by demonstrating, he/she destroys excellent contingencies

which would otherwise shape and maintain exploratory

behaviors such as:

reaching, grasping for an object,

shaking, twisting.

Similarly, laboratory courses in

science are seldom designed to protect exploratory

behaviors and develop intrinsic motivation and selfreinforcing behaviors.

Teaching appropriate, self-

managed problem-solving techniques would encourage
students to generate idiosyncratic forms by permutations, combinations of symbols or words, or elements of

plastic art.

In this way, a theoretical proolem that

by definition, it is impossible to teach original
behaviors, is not any issue since students would learn

how to arrange their environments by themselves and
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maximize the probability of generating creative responses
to their problem.
It is here that the emphasis on the transaction bet-

ween teacher and individual child is extremely important.

Teachers must be willing and ready to reinforce the
child's approximations to novel /original behaviors and
to extinct non-original ones to increase the instances of

creative responses.

There would probably be more mediocre

behaviors but, as Diderot said:

"Mediocrity is valuable

for it gives genius a chance to discover itself."

The

child would benefit most if he/she knew how to discover
and strengthen his/her own innovative responses.
The focus of this research will be on steps and

techniques which educators might use to promote this

transactional model of creative problem-solving.

CHAPTER

III

METHOD

Overview of the Project

This experiment was designed to investigate the

effectiveness of a systematic training program in problemsolving as a means of facilitating cognitive growth and

enhanced self-esteem in elementary school children.
1.

Fifty-two students were randomly selected from
four classrooms of volunteers.

2.

These students were administered a one hour

testing session during which they were required
to observe a pictured dilemma (house fire, see

Appendix

)

and answer various questions per-

taining to describing and solving the problem
as they saw it.

Students also responded to a

checklist of twenty-five questions used to
assess self-esteem in young children.
3.

Next, two separate classrooms consisting of

twenty-six children were chosen to meet with
their classroom groups and the investigator
for eight more consecutive training sessions.
4.

The remaining group of twenty-six children were
83
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to continue their regular academic day and
would

meet with the investigator two weeks later for

post— tests and for a one— month follow-up session, or post-post test.

Sample

The sample consisted of fifty-two male and female

students.

All students were enrolled and attending the

Marks Meadow Elementary school, Amherst, Massachusetts,

during the winter term of the 1979-80 school year.

The

age range for students was seven years and seven months
to twelve years and five months.

Students were volunteers.

They were randomly

selected from a larger list of volunteers that had been
screened by school counselors and special education
teachers so as to eliminate students with severe learning
or reading disabilities.

Students were told that this

study was designed to find out whether children could
learn and use systematic steps in making decisions and

solving problems.

They were also informed that they

would be videotaped once during the study for the purpose
of the investigator's supervision needs.
All volunteers were given a form letter describing

the purpose of the study and the time required of each
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student.

This letter contained the parental permission

slip that was signed by all parents (see Appendix A).

Setting

Training components of the study were done in the
actual classrooms of the participating students at Marks

Meadow School.

Marks Meadow School has large open class-

rooms called Learning Centers.

The North Learning Center

was the home classroom for all participants in this study.

Each participant sat in a large circle with the entire
class and worked col laboratively with a partner on variThe regular classroom teachers remained in the

ous tasks.

room as observers.

The investigator conducted each forty-

five minute session over eight consecutive days.

Instructional Sessions

Session #1

.

The participants were given an introduction to the

study.

In this initial session the definition of terms

was presented in concepts that children could grasp.

children were briefed about such terms as:
solving; b.

creativity;

tematic skills.

c.

a.

decision-making; d.

The

problemsys-
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The investigator asked the children to participate
in an imaginative process.

A particular square box was

introduced as the "Puzzle Box," containing a tiny "computer" device which would help them solve problems and
make decisions.

Each child was instructed to generate a

list of their personal questions, problems, dilemmas or

concerns which they would want to enter into the "Puzzle
Next, they were asked to choose one particular

Box."

problem from their list and use very detailed and specific
language to define the problem for the "computer."

Participants then volunteered to read and share their

particular questions with the large group.
Finally, the investigator shared with the group the

contents of the "Puzzle Box," which in fact contained

sixteen small blocks which could be arranged in multiple
fashions to achieve several pictured scenes and many

structures of varying shape and size.

A short discussion

ensued around the fact that everyone has available to
them the ability to sort through problems like puzzle
pieces and to "compute" several alternative plans of

action

Sessions #2

.

GAIN Handbook
All participants were introduced to the
in Worksheet #1.
and began the session reading the story
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Each child then recounted their list of problems from

Session #1 and worked on the skill Defining the Problem
using specific, action-oriented language.

Children

worked with partners and resumed by sharing their particular issue with the larger group.

Session #3

.

Based on the problem/issue/concern which each child

generated for him/herself to work on, this session focused
on examining and delineating thoughts and feelings which

accompany people in various situations.

Children were

instructed to close their eyes and create a mental image
of the "scene" which presents a problem to them at pre-

sent.

Next, they worked with partners on generating

short lists in the Handbook of feelings and thoughts.

Session #4

.

This session focused on generating several alternative solutions to problem situations.

Children referred

to their particular problem situation and brainstormed in

teams multipls solutions to their dilemma.

They rank-

ordered their favorite ten choices and discussed them
with the large group.
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Session #5

.

Participants chose their three favorite solutions
from the previous session and worked on examining various

criteria to measure their choices with.

Each child

worked with their designated partner in examining:

the

risks of each solution; possible consequences in the
system; the preferred outcome or result; the effects and

ramifications of each solution if applied to a particular
system (school, family, friends, etc.).

Session #6

.

During this final phase in the five step GAIN Program, children were shown slides which offered varying

perspectives and interpretations.

The groups were led

in a discussion about viewing situations from many points
of view.

A brief discussion was held about "rules" which

exist in systems and the connection one must make between

making/breaking rules when applying new solutions to
system.

a

Finally, students examined their three best

action solutions and strategically planned precise routes
to implement their solutions and to examine plausible

effects which the solutions might have on others.

Parti-

on
cipants concluded by discussing commitment to action

their
one of these plans as well as options to "recycle'
goal.
plans if a solution did not accomplish its
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Session #7

.

All students read about a particular classroom

dilemma which the investigator distributed to them.
The students worked with their partners on each individual step of the problem-solving as delineated in the

GAIN Workbook.

Students joined in group discussion of

the five steps in decision making as depicted in the GAIN

Handbook and talked about how each step might apply to
this dilemma.

Session #8

.

Students conducted a videotaped discussion of the

dilemma presented in Session #7.

The groups reviewed

the basic decision-making model and again examined systems effects, feedback loops and predicted outcomes at

each step of the process.

Session #9

.

The investigator initiated post-test procedures.

responding in
The children simply repeated the sequence

writing to a problem situation pictured for them.

They

check
also repeated the twenty-five question self-esteem

list
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Research Design

The research design that was utilized in this study

was an adaptation of Campbell and Stanley's (1963) experi-

mental design number four.

Basically, the design may be

seen as a random assignment to a treatment group and

a

control group with testing occurring both before and
after treatment.
This design controlled for most threats to internal

Because students were assigned at random, the

validity.

test and control classes can be assumed to have been

equivalent at the beginning of the evaluation.

Thus

selection, history, maturation, testing and instrumentation should have affected the two classes equally.

Like-

wise, the effects of regression, if any, would also have

been equal.

Mortality was a negligible factor since

student class attendance was mandatory.

Instrumentation

The following instruments were used to assess problem-

solving behaviors and self-esteem:
1.

GAIN Quality Response Rating Scale

2.

Coopersmith

'

s

Self-Esteem Inventory
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GAIN Quality Response Rating Scale

.

Since the curriculum is based upon the Piagetian

theory of concrete and formal operations, an appropriate

instrument to assess quality of problem-solving behaviors
was developed in conjunction with the theory.

(See Appen-

dix D for examples of ratings on the Scales.)

This rating

scale measures developmental levels of problem-solving

behaviors.

There are four phases to the test.

In the

first phase, children were asked to define or describe

problem situations after reviewing a pictured dilemma.
Next they were asked to generate at least three feelings
and three assorted thoughts which they might experience
in such a situation as depicted.

In the third section,

children were asked to record their best solutions to the
problem, and to add any others which they felt might be
useful.

In the final section,

the children responded to

three criteria assessing each of their best solutions.
They were asked to consider who tneir solutions would
affect, what the risks and consequences were; and explain

why or why not the solution was a workable one.

Each section of the response sheet was categorized
and coded on a continuum from one to five.

The criteria

in the
for each coded response was clearly explained

raters training manual in Appendix D.

The range was

each of the individ
from one to five, a mean is taken for
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ual questions

,

and a total mean for each child was derived

for the entire answer sheet.
As the GAIN Quality Response Rating Scale is an un-

tested instrument, inter-rater reliability was carefully

observed and is reported in Table

1.

Table

1

indicates

the reliability data on rater pairs using the follow-up

test scores.

Insert Table

1

about here

Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SE Form

B)

The SE measures attitudes toward self in general and

also in social, familial and academic areas.

Individuals

respond to twenty-five short statements as "like me" or
"unlike me."

Raw scores range from zero to twenty-five

and are multiplied by four so that the ultimate range is

from zero to one hundred (Coopersmith

,

1967).

SE is an appropriate measure of personal and social

development for self-esteem and has been identified as
an important variable in creativity and problem-solving

(Coopersmith, 1967).

In addition, validity studies report

that SE scores are significantly related to effective

communication between parents and youth, to family
adjustment, to academic achievement, to perceived liking
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between peers, to resistance to group pressures and to
willingness to express unpopular opinions (Coopersmith
1967).

These are all factors of personal and social

development which inversely correlate with problem
solving
Internal consistency is high-split, half reliability
of .87 (Fullerton, 1972).

at .88 over five weeks,

Temporal stability was reported

.70 over three years

(Coopersmith,

1967), and .64 over twelve months (Fullerton, 1972).

An

increase in SE score is assumed to represent an increase
in self-esteem.

Statistical Analysis

Data obtained from the sample group using the pre-

test-posttest control group design was analyzed using
analysis of variance.

Campbell and Stanley (1966) des-

cribe this as the most appropriate test to use when students are randomly assigned to treatments.

The analysis

compares the pretest-posttest differences between test
and control classes after taking into account differences
The level oi

in pretest means for the two classes.

statistical significance was set at p

=

.001.
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Data Collection

Data was collected by the investigator who arranged
for and conducted all testing.

Individual anonymity was

preserved by use of a confidential code list.

Students

were assigned code numbers by the investigator, who was
the only person with access to the code list.

Only code

numbers were used on test instrument answer sheets and
the code list was destroyed after posttesting was com-

pleted.

All pretests were conducted before the first

day of the curriculum training.

Posttests occurred on

the final day of the training program.

One month post-

post test occurred exactly thirty days from the beginning

date of the program.

Selection of Raters

Four raters were selected who had no previous knowledge of the study; as to either the participants in the

experiment or to the nature of the study

.

These raters

were volunteers from an undergraduate Educational Psy-

chology class at Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley,

Massachusetts
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Training of the Raters

The raters were trained at the same time by the

experimenter with the goal of minimizing any differences
in scoring of the data that might result due to training

effect.

The training sessions proceeded in the following

manner:

the raters were given a brief talk describing

what they would be rating.

The raters were then given

the instrument that that were to use in rating the child-

ren's response sheets.

Detailed description of how the

instrument was to be used was then given to the raters.
At this time any questions that they might have about

either the instrument or procedure were answered.

Raters

practiced using the rating scale by scoring pilot test
response sheets supplied by the investigator.

Raters met

with the experimenter on a second occasion and again repeated the above training and practice procedure.
In an attempt to measure the power and level of

effectiveness of the raters, reliability tests (the
Spearman Correlation Coefficient) were run between
the pretest scores supplied by each rater and between

the posttest scores.

Table

1

indicates the reliability

test
data on rater pairs using the GAIN follow-up

results.

scores
In summary, the inter-rater reliability

in excess of
for the GAIN Quality Response Scale was
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r =

.
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The Problem and Hypotheses

The general premise being addressed is that elemen-

tary school children can be taught to solve problems more

creatively and with intentionality through systematic
training.

Young children may also demonstrate more

instances of formal thinking in their problem solving

processes

Hypothesis #1

.

Elementary school children who experience the GAIN
Program will generate more alternative descriptions of

given problem situation than
D efined operationally

.

a

a

control group.

The GAIN trained children

will be better able to describe a given problem picture
in several different ways and will begin to form hypothe-

ses which suggest possible solutions (see Appendix D for

Rating Scale and Examples of Responses).

Hypothesis #2

.

Children who are trained in the GAIN Program will
(feelings and
be better able to utilize the variables
group.
thoughts) in problem-solving than a control
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Defined operationally

The GAIN trained children

.

will generate many solutions which include more than one
of these variables to be considered in the solution.

They

will consider both the thoughts and feelings relevant to
the problem.

Hypothesis #3

.

Children trained in the GAIN Program will generate
more appropriate and varied solutions to a problem situa-

tion than a control group.

Defined operationally

The GAIN trained group will

.

generate greater numbers of alternative appropriate solutions to problem situations.

Hypothesis #4

.

Children who are trained in the GAIN Program will
generate a greater number of complex solutions than

untrained children.
Defined operationally

.

Choosing more complex solu-

tions involves a workable solution which considers many

variables such as effects on self, others, consequences
thoughts and feelings, risks, probability, and ways of

implementing plans.
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Hypothesis #5

.

Children who are trained in the GAIN Program will
generate higher quality responses than
Defined operationally

.

a

control group.

A child's response in

choosing solutions to problem situations will demonstrate

more formal thinking through responses which indicate the
following
a)

Child is beginning to make hypotheses and think
about possible solutions before testing them
out.

b)

Child's thoughts precede actions.

Child is able to separate variables with less
difficulty.

More systematic both in separating

and combining variables such as thoughts and

feelings
c)

Child will go beyond solution of a particular
problem to search for an explanation based on
principle.

May arrive at conclusions by con-

sidering both concrete and abstract relationships
d)

.

Child is developing ability to manipulate mentally and shows increased reasoning power in

responses.

(See Appendix D for examples of

higher quality responses.)
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Hypothesis #6

.

Children who experience the GAIN Program demonstrate
increased self-esteem (as measured by Coopersmith Scale)
than an untrained group.

Summary

This study was an attempt to investigate the effec-

tiveness of a systematic training program in problem
solving as a means of facilitating more creative and more

complex cognitive ability in the problem-solving process
in elementary school children.

The sample consisted of fifty-two elementary school

children.

All participants were volunteers and were

screened to exclude students diagnosed with severe
reading/ learning disabilities.

Students were then assigned to treatment and control
groups.

The treatment group received eight consecutive

forty-five minute training sessions in their classroom.
The control group received no intervention.

All partici-

pants received pretest and posttest procedures at the

beginning and end of the training.

A one month follow-up

post-post test was also administered.
Instruments used to test the individual hypotheses

were described in this chapter.

Results and interpreta-
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tations of children's scores, rater reliability and self-

esteem findings will be presented in the following chapter.

CHAPTER

I

V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter will present the findings of the study
with an assessment of their meaning and implications.

General Premise

The first question asked in this study was,

"Can

elementary school children be taught to solve problems
more creatively and intentionally through systematic

training?
Table

2

indicates the experimental group signifi-

Insert Table

2

about here

cant ly improved on the overall composite of components in

problem-solving when compared with the improvement scores
of the control group on the GAIN Response Scale.

An anal-

ysis of variance was conducted to test the difference

between post— test scores and one-month follow-up scores.
As Table

3

demonstrates, the experimental group not only
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Table

2

Analysis of Variance for Total Change Score Means
for Pretest and Posttest on GAIN Scale
Source of
Variation

DF

Sum
of SQ

Mean
SQ

F

Significance
of F

Main Effects

Group

1

9. 195

9.195

33.784

0.000

Sex

1

0.452

0.452

1.659

0.204

1

0.779

0.779

2.862

0.097

Residual

48

13.064

0.272

Total

51

23.081

0.453

2-Way Interaction
Group X Sex

Cell Means

Control

Experimental

SD

SD

N = 52

Pretest

2.59

53

1.54

.49

Posttest

3.60

.46

1.73

.44

Change Score X

1.01

.

19

.43

62

.
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Insert Table

3

about here

produced significantly higher scores on the GAIN Quality
Response Measure than the control group, but they also

maintained an improved status over their post-test scores.
In regard to supporting this general premise, the

results of the data generated from this program support
the work done by Torrance (1961), Prince (1968),

(

Practice

of Creativity , Cambridge; Synectics), and Ivey (1968a),

(Normington, C.J., Miller, C. D.

,

Morrill, Witt and Haase,

R.F., Micro-counseling and Attending Behavior:

An

Approach to Pre-Practicum Counselor Training, Journal of

Counseling Psychology

,

1968,

lf>,

1-12).

They all approached problem-solving or decision-

making from a slightly different vantage point but still

established

a

components of:
action; and

3)

model that basically included the same
1)

problem definition;

2)

choice of an alternative.

alternative to
The GAIN Pro-

gram in creative problem-solving mirrored the same basic
model.

The results of the section on the effectiveness

of the steps in problem-solving as a whole,

seem to

(1968)
support the research of Carkhuff (1969) and Ivey

taught
that decision-making skills could be effectively
and that
and learned in a rather short period of time
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Table

3

Analysis of Variance of Change Score Means
Post to Follow-Up on GAIN Scale

Experimental X change

Source of
Variation

DF

=

.20

Control X change

Sum
of SQ

Mean
SQ

F

=

-.10

Significance
of F

Main Effects
Group

1

1.

386

1.396

25.733

0.000

Sex

1

0.341

0.341

6.323

0.015

1

0.000

0.000

0.004

0.952

Residual

48

2.586

0.054

Total

51

4.138

0.081

2-Way Interaction
Group X Sex

N = 52
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the effects would carry out over time, as in the followup scores

Thus, implications of the first and most crucial

question of this study can be summarized and answered
in the affirmative.

The question implied is,

"Could a

systematic program in creative problem-solving be established to yield specific and measurable outcomes?

The

essential answer to this question can be expressed succinctly:

the GAIN Program worked.

There appears to be

evidence of performance changes, in the predicted direction among those trained.

Specifically, it would then

appear that a viable and acceptable systematic training
in creative problem-solving can be developed.

The second major question, which was whether or
not a systematic program could yield specific, predictable and measurable outcomes, could be answered primarily
in the affirmative.

Five specific hypotheses were estab-

lished to answer the question.

The outcomes of these

five hypotheses will be depicted in tables in this chapter and in discussions in the following paragraphs.

HYPOTHESIS

1:

Fourth, fifth and sixth grade children who experience the GAIN Program

will generate more alternative des-

criptions of a given problem situation
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than a control group.
The change score of the experimental group when com-

pared with that of the control group disclosed
cant mean difference at the .001 level.

a

signifi-

The pre- and

posttest means for the experimental group were 2.12 and
3.77/ respectively, while those for the controls were

1.53 and 1.65.

The significance obtained from a comparison of the

experimental and control groups may be attributed to the
training received.

Defined operationally. Hypothesis

1

claims that the GAIN trained group will be better able
to describe a given problem situation in several different

ways and will begin to formulate hypotheses which suggest

possible solutions.

Both clinical observations and

statistical tests performed on the data support the

ability of the experimental group to operationalize the
first hypothesis.
The results of this section of the study support a

good deal of the literature on creativity and perception.

Creativity has been the subject of many significant
studies of which one of the most notable is The Act of

Creation by Koestler.

In this monumental work it is

proposed that humor and scientific discovery as well
process
as artistic creation are the result of a mental

termed bisociation.

Bisociation is defined as, "the
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perceiving of a situation or idea... in two self-consistent
but habitually incompatible frames of reference..."
(Koestler, 1965, p. 35).

The author makes a distinction:

between the routine

skills of thinking on a single "plane", as it were, and
the creative act, which ... always operates on more than one

plane.

The former may be called a single-minded transi-

tory state of unstable equilibrium where the balance of

both emotion and thought is disturbed (Koestler, 1965,
pp.

35-36

)

Koestler'

s

view of creativity has many affinities to

the hypotheses reported or set forth by this researcher
in the area of psychological-education programs in

problem-solving.

Consider, for instance, a partial sum-

mary offered by Koestler which lends support to the data
reported in Table

4:

One of the main contentions of this book is that
organic life in cell its manifestations from morphogenesis to symbolic thought is governed by, "rules
of the game," which lend to it coherence, order
and unity-in-variety; and that these rules are
fixed; but there are endless variations to each
game, their variability increasing in ascending
There is also an overall rule of the game,
order.
which says that no rule is absolutely final; that
under certain circumstances they may be altered
and combined into a more sophisticated game,
which provides a higher form of unity and yet
This is called the subject's
increased variety.
creative potential" (Koestler, 1965, p. 631).

Ill

HYPOTHESIS

2:

Children who are trained in the
GAI N Program will be better able

to utilize the variables (feelings

and thoughts) in problem-solving

than a control group.
The change score of the experimental group, when com-

pared with that of the control group, disclosed

a

signifi-

cant mean difference between the experimental group and
the control group subjects.

The pre-test means for the

experimentals and controls were

2

37 and 1.41,

respect-

ively, while post-test means were 3.32 and 1.80, res-

pectively

.

The experimental group displayed their ability to

operationalize the second hypothesis of this study.
is,

That

the trained group generated many more pieces of in-

formation which included more than one of the many variables to be considered in the solution.

They considered

both the thoughts and feelings relevant to the problem
in their definitions and solution.
A few research studies have also attempted to deli-

neate behaviors that differentiate successful and unsuccessful problem-solvers.

Globally, it appears that "good"

problem-solvers "understand" the essence of problems
(Bloom and Broder, 1950).

After a review of the litera-

ture, it is concluded by this writer that the more infor-
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mation a person has about
solve the problem.

a

problem the easier it is to

Several investigators have revealed

that the first step of successful problem-solvers is to

gather all the information, facts and feelings.

In addi-

tion, successful problem-solvers tend to translate vague
or unfamiliar terms into more concrete, simpler terms

(Bloom and Broder, 1950).

Thus, it appears the more

successful problem-solvers in this study gathered information, operationalized vague elements, and identified

relationships among environmental events that facilitated a more accurate understanding of the problem.
An individual may be unable to adequately define
a

problem and thus work toward resolution because of

a deficit in one of several requisite skills.

In this

case, the inability to identify self-statements and

feelings as well as the inability to identify relationships between problem elements would present
to successfully working through a problem.

a

handicap

This section

of the study thus supports the research literature which

indicates that training problem-solvers to gather rele-

vant information is a necessary component to focus upon
in psycho-educational programs for decision-making.

HYPOTHESIS

3:

Children trained in the GAIN Program will generate more appropriate
and varied solutions to a problem
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situation than a control group.
No significant mean difference or improvement change

score at the .001 level is noted for the experimental

group when compared to that for the controls.

Pre- and

post-test means for the experimental group were 3.10 and
3.53 as contrasted with 1.65 and 1.71 for the control

group.

This finding

_is

not supportive of the effect of

training in generating workable alternative solutions to

problems as opposed to those who received no such training.

Operationally defined, its effects are viewed as

the ability to generate greater numbers of appropriate

alternative solutions to problem situations.

The results

do support the work of Watzelwich, Weakland and Fisch
(1974) in their book Change on the issue of continuing

to apply "more of the same" ineffective solutions to a

given problem.

These authors assert that "under certain

circumstances problems will arise purely as

a result of

wrong attempts at changing an existing difficulty and

that this kind of problem formation may arise on any
level of human functioning."

By widening one's reper-

toire of responses to a given problem, a problem-solver
is able to test out his/her hypotheses and feel free to

try another approach if the change they sougnt was not
the final result.

The creative problem-solver will also

what
be able to take the next important step in deciding
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to do.

That is, he/she will be equipped with a selected

range of alternatives both to ease the information-

processing burden on the brain and to protect him/herself
from complete surprise and bewilderment.

One of the major thrusts of this study, both theore-

tically and for practical purposes, is a deep commitment
to the concept of alternatives.
sis

3

The results for Hypothe-

do not support this theme in that the experimental

group did not demonstrate an ability to recognize differences and alternative views of reality in devising solu-

tion strategies.

Ivey (1971) states that "the intentional

individual is one who can consciously come at a problem
from a wide variety of perspectives.

He/she is not bound

to one course of action, but responds to his/her con-

stantly changing environment with new ideas, new actions,
new alternatives for living"

(Ivey,

The workshop

1971).

training was effective in bringing about systematic,

higher quality responses in participants.

It had negli-

gible effects on increasing total number of responses with

demonstrated greater efficiency and variety.

It appears

that this training would be more helpful for individuals
whose alternatives were overly constricted within a par-

ticular problem situation if there were a contingent

reinforcement of quantity of responses built in.
Another approach to improve the range of alternative
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solutions generated in the Program would be to focus more

intently on the brainstorming sessions, and to reward

individuals who varied their responses.

It might be help-

ful to build into the training program a role-playing

component which would allow the children to actively

demonstrate alternative responses to a situation.

Another

option could be to generate a problem definition list
and randomly assign alternative solutions from a larger

list to various problems.

A discussion centering on

the necessity of multiple responses in one's repertoire

Furthermore, in conducting the

could be helpful.

GAIN Quality Response Testing Sessions, it may have

been more conducive to have individually interviewed and
taped each child's response to this question.

Self-Concept

Although the GAIN Program trained children to respond more creatively to problems, it did not influence
the self-esteem of the more creative children.

Perhaps

the
if one were intentionally focussing on improving

self-esteem scores in this Program,

a

major component

deal with
of the training would need to be added to

enhancing self-esteem.

HYPOTHESIS

4:

Children who are trained in the GAIN
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Program will generate a greater number of complex solutions than un-

trained children.

HYPOTHESIS

5:

Children who are trained in the GAIN
Program will generate higher quality
responses than a control group.

The change score of the experimental group when com-

pared with that of the control discloses significant mean

difference at the .001 level.
were 2.78 and

3

78,

Pre- and post-test means

respectively, for the experimental

group and 1.56 and 1.65 for the control.

This finding

indicates that training in problem solving with higher

quality behavior does produce signficant change in the
quantity and complexity of responses from children.

The

results noted are supportive of Dixon, Heppner, Pettersen
and Ronning's (1978) findings in regard to "the workshop

training was effective in bringing about systematic,

higher quality responses in participants

"

Thus,

problem-solving training through the workshop affected
measures of the quality of alternatives generated but
did not affect the quantity of generated alternatives.
The GAIN trained children were able to operationalize both hypotheses

4

and

5

in the following manner:

Choosing a more complex solution involved in a work
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able solution which considers many variables such
as effects on self and others, consequences, risks,

probability, feelings and thoughts, desired change,
and ways of implementing plans.

The experimental group of children demonstrated greater

ability than the control group to focus on these components in problem-solving.

Furthermore, the quality of

GAIN trained group's responses indicated more formal

thinking according to the following criteria:
Child is beginning to make hypotheses and

a)

think about possible solutions before testing

them out.

Child's thoughts precede actions.

Child is able to separate variables with less

b)

difficulty.

More systematic both in separating

and combining variables such as thoughts and

feelings

Child will go beyond solution of a particular

c)

problem to search for an explanation based on
principle.

May arrive at conclusions by con-

sidering both concrete and aostract relationships

.

Child is developing ability to manipulate

d)

mentally and shows increased reasoning power
*>

in responses.

style is
The creative problem-solver's perceptual
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described as congruent with and grounded upon his/her
self-trust, personally-determined values, and independence.

Tradition suggests that the original person approaches life
with a child-like receptivity, sense of wonder, and capacity for spontaneous response.

This non- judgemental condi-

tion is often termed a Wordsworthian attitude toward

life..

In "Tables Turned" Wordsworth describes it as going forth
as the poet does, attuned to natural impulses.

In "Expos-

tulation and Reply", he summarizes the perceptual attitude,
noting
The eye

— it

cannot choose but see;

We cannot bid the ear be still;

Our bodies feel, where 'er they be.

Against or with our will.

Nor less

I

deem that there be Powers

Which of themselves our minds impress;
That we can feed this mind of ours
In a wise passiveness.

Empirical research confirms that a Wordsworthian
of
"wise passiveness" is a prominent characteristic

the
creative individuals, although the terms denoting

quality vary.

Crutchfield calls the attitude an open-

ness to full contact with reality.

Bruner and Wallach

style;
associate the quality with an open cognitive
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Rogers labels it "permeable boundaries".
adds succinctly,

Mackinnon

"The creative person approaches life

problems with perceptual openness."
may be summarized by Henry James

Thus, the consensus

observation that the

'

creative person is "one on whom nothing is lost."
Upon reviewing the many criteria in the operational

definitions of the hypotheses, one would assume this
perceptual inclusivity confronts the child with much

apparent disorder; it confronts him/her with what Bruner
names "cognitive strain".

Bruner accounted for all

categorizing and some original codings as efforts to
reduce it.

But, the strain has familiar advantages too.

Paul Valery notes,

"Disorder is the condition of the

mind's fertility," and Poincare affirmed, "Disorder...

permits unexpected combinations."

Terminologies vary

but there is broad agreement that the creative person

desiring sometimes, paradoxically prescient of unexpected
combinations, has the ability to sustain the tension of
this disorder.

He/she is able and often prefers

to

avoid premature closure" and to tolerate a high degree
of ambiguity (Rogers,

1951).

Importantly, Bruner and

judgeParnes describe this trait as a capacity to "defer

ment" on a task that has immediacy.
to a "high tolerance for error

tion of hypotheses."

,

Bruner relates it

necessary to the genera-

He continues by linking the qual-
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ity to the productive thinker's preference for "choosing difficult problems to solve" and his/her urge to make

bold conceptual leaps.

In summary,

this penchant for

apparent disorder and simultaneous affinity for new order,

achieved through discovery or invention of new configurations of meaning, may in fact be one of the most significant antinomies in the creative problem-solvers repertoire.

Quite predictively, it is associated with a high degree of

anxiety and involves significant cognitive and emotional
risk-taking, as is noted by various authors.
The capacity and tendency to take risks is a centrally important focus of this creative problem-solving train-

ing.

The creative problem-solver has the ability to sus-

tain the anxiety of risk, confusion, and self-doubt and to
deal with it constructively.

several reasons.

He/she appears to do so for

It is generally agreed upon and demon-

strated in this study that the creative problem-solver can

tolerate apparent chaos, because he/she is confident that
it is possible to discover hidden structures in experience
or to produce new patterns in an art of creation
the
In summary, the results of this section support

findings in the creativity literature.

The findings in

are
decision-making studies (Mendonca and Siess, 1976)
it was
expanded by the results of this study, in that
groups
demonstrated that there were differences among
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on their ability to make effective choices from among a
set of alternatives.

HYPOTHESIS

6:

Children who experience the GAIN
Program demonstrate increased

self-esteem (as measured by Coopersmith Scale) than an untrained
group
The results of this hypothesis are demonstrated in

Table

5.

No statistically significant differences between

Insert Table

groups could be ascertained.

5

about here

It would appear that the

training program had no significant effect on the experimental group in regard to self-esteem.
However, this researcher views this result as worthy
of further discussion from a theoretical point of view.

"First of all," he said, "if you can learn a simple
trick, Scout, you'll get along a lot better with all
kinds of folks. You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of
view--"
"Sir?"

until you climb into his skin and walk
it."
around in
"

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird
skin.
No one, of course, can ever climb into another's
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Table

5

Analysis of Variance of Self-Esteem Change Scores
Pre-Post

Source of
Variation

DF

Mean
SQ

Sum
of SQ

F

Significance
of F

Main Effects
Group

1

Sex

1

2-Way Interaction
Group X Sex

1

130.462 130.462

1.133

0.292

5.539

0.048

0.827

328.168 328.168

2.850

0.098

5.539

Residual

48 5527 320 115.152

Total

51 6003.262

N

=

52

Pre X

117.711

SD

Post X

SD

Change X

SD

Experimental

65. 38

18.79

71.92

20.71

6.54

9.53

Control

65. 15

20.51

68.38

22.67

3.23

11.99
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Table

6

Analysis of Variance for Posttest and Follow-Up
Self Esteem

Source of
Variation

Sum
of SQ

DF

Mean
SQ

F

Significance
of F

Main Effects
Group

1

149.350 149.350

0

851

0.361

Sex

1

137.965 137.965

0

786

0.380

1

549.835 549.835

3

314

0.083

Residual

48

8421 379 175.445

Total

51 9220.258 180.789

2-Way Interaction
Group X Sex

SD

Post X

N = 52

Pre X

Experimental

71. 92

20.71

73.08

38

22.67

72.46

Control

CTi

00

•

Change X

SD

16.40

1. 15

12.63

22.27

4.08

14.32

SD
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or see this construct we call the self, but we can infer
that self in a number of ways.
(1)

Two of these ways are:

"self report," that which can be inferred from an

individual's statements about him/herself; and

(2)

"ob-

servations," that which can be inferred from the individual's behavior.

Through the years there has been controversy over
the validity and reliability of self-report inventories.

Rogers (1951) has taken the position that self reports
are valuable sources of information about the individual.

Allport (1937) has written that the individual has the
right to be believed when he reports his feelings about
himself.

Both of these people believe that if we want

to know more about a person, we should ask him/her

directly.

Strong and Feder (1961) summarize their gen-

eral viewpoint by the statement:

"Every evaluative

statement that a person makes concerning him/herself
can be considered a sample of his/her self concept,

from which inferences may then be made about the

various properties of that self concept"

(p.

170).

Numerous other studies have been based on the assumption
that evaluative statements made by the individual about

him/herself are valid and reliable data.
The major critics of self-reporting believe that

while the self concept is what an individual believes
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about him/herself, the self-report is only what he/she
is willing and able to disclose to someone else.

Combs,

Comson, and Soper (1963) argue that these are rarely,
if ever,

identical.

They report that the degree to

which the self-report can be relied upon as an accurate

indication of the self-concept depends upon such factors
as:

(1)

the clarity of the subject's awareness;

command of adequate symbols for expression;
expectancy;
(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

his

social

the cooperation of the subject; and

his/her freedom from threat.

Three additional vari-

ables which might influence self-reports are the familiarity of the item, response set and social desirabilty.

Purinton (1965) reported that changes in self-reports
with repeated usage could be related to the student's

familiarity with the items and would not necessarily
reflect a change in his/her self-concept.

Shulman (1968)

found that there are yes-sayers and nay-sayers who res-

pond in a particular pattern irrespective of the inventory questions.

Heilbrun (1965) has maintained that the

social desirability of a response has something to do

with its probability of endorsement on

a

self-report

test
Clearly, there are a host of contaminating variables
in self-reports.

However, in spite of their weaknesses

and limitations, self-reports do reveal characteristics
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of the self and are important to some researchers.

Used

sensitively in conjunction with other evidence, selfreports give rich insights into how the child sees him/

herself and his/her world.

Limitations and Applications

.

From the results of this study, systematic training
in creative problem-solving appears to be a viable

approach to improving decision-making skills with elementary school aged children.

These findings are important,

since methods that increase problem-solving abilities in
a fast-paced world are seriously needed.

This study

showed that this kind of training can be used successfully
to teach creative problem-solving skills

Another implication of the study was a lack of significant sex differences among the participants.

That the

males and females responded equally well to the training
model probably indicated that the skills taught were app-

licable to all students within the given age range,

whether male or female.

This finding implies that males

as well as females were eager to improve problem— solving

skills and enhancing creativity.

Although the training model proved to be effective,
there were some factors which limited the investigation.

These limitations should be pointed out.

One of these
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factors was the population which was studied.

The groups

consisted of children from middle-class, college-town

backgrounds and attended a public school which heavily
emphasizes the developmental, non-competitive curriculum.

Other traditional populations of children may not be such
eager contributors in the initial stages of investigation.
For future investigation those limitations mentioned

should be kept in mind.

And other aspects of the study

should be considered as well.

While the results showed

positive changes in the overall problem-solving skills,
a review of the mean scores on one particular dimension

shows that the participants moved from low levels of

generating alternatives to middle levels, but did not
reach the higher levels of the scale.

This would indi-

cate a need for further training as well as some innovation to that particular phase of the training program.
An additional training period and a retest probably would

have resulted in higher mean scores.

Future studies

should include this additional training and program
suggestion.

Moreover, provision should be made for longitudinal

follow-up evaluation to determine if the skills have

been retained after a prolonged period of time has
elapsed.

This study reported the results of short-term

change from post-testing to one-month follow-up.

No
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further provision was made for retesting the participants
at a later time to determine retention of skills.

In summary, the creative problem-solving systematic

training is useful in helping children generate problem

definitions, examine solutions and implement strategies.
This approach did produce signficant results among the

participants in this study.

A repetition of this study

would appear to be a worthwhile endeavor since research
in the area of creative problem-solving with children
is limited.

However, by taking the limitations and

implications of this study into consideration, additional
information and increased knowledge of how children solve

problems could be obtained.

CHAPTER
DISSERTATION SUMMARY:

V

A PUBLISHABLE ARTICLE

The Development and Testing of a Psychological

Education Program in Systematic Problem-Solving

The general question asked in this study was, "Can

elementary school children be taught to solve problems
more creatively and intentionally through systematic
training?"
In the 1930s, concern for the development of creative

and critical thinking was at the core of much of the work
of the Eight Year Study, sponsored by the Progressive Edu-

cation Association.

At present, there are only a few

substantial studies of thinking which concern themselves
with processes and strategies of thoughtful problemsolving.

Noted among these are the studies conducted

by Jean Piaget and his followers.

The tneory underlying

point.
these studies is too complex to summarize at this

Therefore, only a few points will be presented.

Of singu-

of Piaget that
lar imporantance is the central hypothesis

sequence in the
there is an "invariant" developmental

growth of thought.

Thinking can be described as the

operations,
progressive motivation of logical cognitive
129
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such as the ability to make increasingly more refined

differentiations and to handle more abstract concepts and

relationships in problem-solving situations (Piaget, 1963).
In recent years, many educational programs and

materials have been developed to increase the creative
thinking abilities of children.
Parnes

'

Creativity Courses

(

Noted among them are

Parnes

,

1960); the Purdue

Creative Thinking Program (Feldhusen, 1971); and the
Productive Thinking Program (Crutchfield, 1966).

These

three programs showed moderate success in training

that aspect of creativity referred to as productive
thinking.

In reviewing the counseling literature on

problem-solving, Krumboltz and Thorenson (1976) note,
"A major responsibility of counselors is teaching how

to make decisions and solve problems.

The concern is

not merely with finding a solution to today's problems,
but also teaching a method that people can use to solve
future problems."

The effects of procedures in solving

problem situations have been well documented in research
in psychology (Davis, 1966).

However, the generaliza-

bility of these solutions and the improved ability of
situaindividuals to deal with future personal problem

tions have not bee empirically supported.
worKing with
An educational-preventive approach to
has been prochildren's creative problem-solving skills
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posed to prepare children to more competently
deal with
problems present and future.
For the purpose of developing a training program
for creative problem-solving skills, problem-solving
was

conceptualized as a lattice of five sequential phases.
Measures were developed to assess each hypothesis about

problem-solving as follows:
(a)

problem definition

(b)

thoughts, feelings and additional data

(c)

alternative solutions

(d)

examining the system effects of implementing
a solution:

risks, probability of success,

desired outsome, predicted effects on others
(e)

implementation strategies and evaluation.

As Crutchfield (1969) pointed out, problem-solving

rarely follows neatly order stages; rather, stages tend
to overlap and individuals tend to skip steps and recycle

Thus, this sequence of steps of problem-solving is not

proposed as a description of in vivo problem-solving proc
esses but is offered instead as a functional means of

planning and organizing

problem-solving skills.

a

training program for creative
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Method

Subjects

.

The sample consisted of fifty-two male and female

students.

All students were enrolled and attending the

Mark's Meadow Elementary School, Amherst, Massachusetts,

during winter-term, 1980.

The age range for students

was seven years and seven months to twelve years and
five months.
The students were volunteers, randomly selected

from a larger list of volunteers that had been screened

by school personnel so as to eliminate students with

severe learning or reading disabilities.

Students were

told that this study was designed to find out whether

children could learn and use systematic steps in solving

problems
All volunteers were given a form letter describing
the purpose of the study and the time required of each

student.

This letter contained the parental permission

slip that was signed by all parents.

Tr aini n g Program

Training for each session of the program followed
the same instructional pattern and was based on the GAIN
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Manual (Galvin Alternative .Intervention Network) developed
by the investigator.

Each participant sat in a large cir-

cle with the entire class and worked col laboratively with
a partner on various tasks.

The investigator conducted

each sixty-minute session over eight consecutive days.
In the first session, the participants were given a

ten to fifteen minute didactic presentation of the basic
skills they would be learning.

The investigator asked

the children to participate in an imaginative exercise

called the "Puzzle Box."

Each child generated a very

detailed and specific problem which they were to submit
to the "computer" within the Box.

A short discussion

resumed around the fact that everyone has the ability
to sort through problems and to "compute" several alterna-

tive plans of action.
In the second session, participants utilized the GAIN

Handbook and worked with their partners on the skill of

problem definition around a personal issue.

The third

session was based on the problem which each child generated
previously.

This session focused on examining and delin-

eating thoughts and feelings which they envisioned themselves bringing to the situation.

Session four consisted of the children referring to
in
their personal problem situations and orainstorming

terms around alternative solutions.

They rank ordered
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and selected their favorite choices.

During session five,

participants chose their three best solutions and examined
them according to the following criteria:

risks, possible

consequences in the system, the preferred outcome, the
effects on others.

Children observed creativity slides

during session six and offered various perspectives and

interpretations of what they perceived.

A brief discus-

sion was held about "rules" which exist in systems and
the implications of making/breaking rules when applying

new solutions to a situation.

Students worked with their

team on specific strategies for implementing their soluThey were taught to "recycle" their plans if a

tions.

solution did not accomplish its goal.

In the seventh

session, students used a selected dilemma and applied
the five steps in creative problem-solving while working
in teams.

The final session, eight, consisted of a

videotaped discussion of the previous dilemma in light
of the problem-solving model, examining system effects,

feeback loops and predicted outcomes.

Design

.

Fifty-two participants were randomly assigned to
treatment or control groups.

Both groups were given the

pre-tests before training, and the post-tests after
training.

Both received the one-month follow-up tests.
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Instrumentation

.

The GAIN Quality Response Rating Scale and Cooper-

smith's Self-Esteem Inventory were used to assess problem-

solving behaviors and self-esteem.

The GAIN Response

Rating Scale (See Appendix D) is based upon the Piagetian

theory of concrete and formal operations, and measures

developmental levels of problem-solving behaviors.

Each

section of the response sheet was categorized and coded
on a continuum from one to five according to definite

criteria.

Trained raters utilized the tool in assigning

a mean score for each individual question as well as a

total mean for the entire test

(see Table 1).

The Coopersmith Short Form B was used to assess self-

esteem.

Individuals responded to twenty-five short state-

ments and raw scores were computed in the zero to one

hundred range.

An increase in SE score is assumed to

represent an increase in self-esteem.

Statistical Analysis

.

Data obtained from the sample group using the pre-

test-posttest control group design was analyzed using
analysis of variance (ANOVA).

significance was set at

jd

=

The level of statistical

.001.
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Results

The first question asked in the study was,

"Can

elementary school children be taught to solve problems
more creatively and intentionally through systematic

training?"

Table

2

indicates the experimental group

significantly improved in the use of skills in problemsolving when compared with the control group.

Analysis

of variance was conducted to test the difference between

post-test scores and one-month follow-up.

As Table

3

demonstrates, the experimental group not only produced

signficantly higher scores than the control group, but
they also maintained this improved status over a one-

month post-test.

There were no significant differences

between sexes in the general premise or in any of the

hypotheses tested.
The results of statistical analysis on each of the
four main hypotheses indicated that the students did

improve greatly in all areas of problem-solving except
one.

Table

4

demonstrates the pre- and post-test, and

follow-up group means and change score means for each
individual component.

As indicated in Table

significant change in self- esteem scores.

5

was no

It was

the
expected that the children who benefitted from

creative thinking training would also demonstrate
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increased self-esteem.

However, it appears that speci-

fic work in the area of self-esteem would probably be

necessary to raise these scores.

Discussion

In regard to supporting this general premise, the

results of the data generated from this program support
the work done by Torrance (1961), Prince (1968), and

Ivey (1968).

The GAIN Program approached problem-solving

from the same basic models including the following com-

ponents:
action,

(3)

problem definition,

(2)

alternatives to

choice of an alternative.

The results of

(1)

this section on the steps in problem-solving as a whole

seem to support the research or Carkhuff (1969) and Ivey
(1963) that decision-making skills could be effectively

taught and learned in a rather short period of time and
that the effects would carry over time, as in the followup scores.
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Table
Pre-,

7

Post-, and Follow-Up Means for GAIN Scale

Group

Pre-Test X

Post-Test X

Follow-Up X

Experimental

2.59

3.60

3.80

Control

1.54

1.73

1.62

It would then appear from these results affirming the first

and most crucial question, that a viable training program
in creative problem-solving skills can be developed.

The results indicated that the training was effective
in increasing the students' ability to generate alterna-

tive definitions of the problem.

The workshop training

was also effective in increasing children's ability to

gather data in the form of thoughts and feelings to sup-

port their problem hypothesis.

More systematic, higher

quality responses for problem solutions was also

a

major

for
effect that the GAIN workshop training resulted in

the experimental group.

Differences were also found

choices
between groups on their ability to make effective

prescribed criteria.
from among a set of alternatives using
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Although the creative problem-solving training affected measures of the quality of alternatives generated,
it did not affect the quality of generated alternatives.

The results suggest that giving children an opportunity
to practice generating alternatives may be a component
of the training which needs further exploration if one

is concerned with increasing the repertoire of solution

alternatives generated.

Other procedures which employ

contingent reinforcement have demonstrated greater

efficiency in increasing total number of responses
(Glover and Gary, 1976).

The workshop training had no

affect on the self-esteem component of this study.

This

finding suggests that if a training program were hypothesizing to raise self-esteem, then much more of the focus
of the training would need to be on this element directly.

Much of the focus of the psychological education programs

available today is on enhancing self-esteem.

Psychologi-

cal education is concerned with spontaneity, personal

openness, emotional expressiveness, achievement motiva
tion, value clarity, identity and other aspects of

meaningful youth living.

While there is ample evidence in psychology indicatenhanced on formal
ing that decision-making skills can be
appears to
laboratory problems (e.g., Davis, 1966), there
enhancing
of evidence in the literature for

be a lack
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children
problems

s
.

problem— sol ving skills on applied personal
This is an important finding which indicates

a need not only for researchers to examine further how

children make decisions on applied person problems but
also how counse lors / teachers may be most effective in

improving a child's general problem-solving skills.

Clinical Observations

.

The clinical evidence which supports the findings of

this study originates in the feedback of the classroom

teachers who observed this training.

In brief, they felt

that the GAIN model was a helpful mechanism for enhancing

interpersonal skills in the classroom.

They suggested

that the GAIN Program would be especially significant if
it were used to orient classes in the beginning of the

academic year.

Their reasons were twofold:

to enable

themselves to acquire a sharper sense of the individuals
in the class and identify areas of further development;

and, to allow children to become acquainted more comfort-

ably with each other while working on similar issues.

Teachers also observed children generalizing and transferring the problem solving skills to otner areas of
school life beyond the training.

For instance, one

class was debating a political issue and began to utilize
the concepts of rules in systems, alternative perspec-
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tives, and multiple solutions to the issue.

For the most

Part, the teachers realized that students who previously

were non-participants in group activities and discussions
were overtly more focused in subsequent group events and

forums
In summary, results of this training program indi-

cated improved ability by participants to select the most

effective problem definitions and solutions using qualitative indices, but no evidence was found to support
their improved ability to make available a variety of

response alternatives for dealing with a problematic
situation.

Participants also demonstrated no change in

self-esteem as a result of this particular training.
Future research using the GAIN model or similar programs
would be useful in ascertaining specific details on children's creative problem-solving behaviors with personal

situations
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MARK’S MEADOW OBSERVATION LADORATOUY SCHOOL
Notith I’fcairtiif Sf icc.f
H'.lAoc/iuiO (ti
01 CC2

Arr.liC'itl,

Mcc/uiet L. Gtccufttuon,
Kcjinc-0

1

S.

PvtncijviC

Chapman, Acting Pxincipat
Public School** of Amherot
Amhornt, Massachusetts
Ronald Frizzle, Supt. of Schools

School of F.dvication
University o£ 'InsaacUusetts
Mario FanClul, Roan

December 17, 1979

Dear Parents,

I

am seeking your approval to include your child in

a study which I am conducting dealing with problem-solving

skills training.

pond to

2

Your child's group will be asked to res-

short questionnaires which look at specific

problem-solving components as well as elements of selfconcept.

These questionnaires will be administered in

class sessions equaling a total of

hours of class time

All responses will be anonymous and kept

during January.
confidential.

2

2

The other groups from the North Learning

Center will receive problem-solving skills training in 10
sessions and will also respond to the same questionnaires.
This project has the approval of the Mark's Meadow

Council and the support of the school staff.
If you have any further questions,

to talk with you.
of this project.

I

would be happy

Thank you for your support and approval
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Kenneth

S.

Chapman

Acting Principal

Maryanne Galvin
(413)

665-3253
545-3628

Please detach and return to school by Friday, December 21.

I

give permission for my child to join other children

in his/her class in taking a pre- and post-test as a part
of a study being conducted at Mark's Meadow.

I

understand

individual results will be totally anonymous and kept

confidential

Child's Name and Age

Parent's Signature

Please indicate which class your child is in:
Ms.

Ziperstein

Ms

Dymtryk

.
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MARK’S MKADOW OBSERVATION LABORATORY SCHOOL
Hoti /.!

AmficA,st,

i

i’^crtSrtiif

SfU’C.f

MitiArtc/iuii’ffi

Hickac.1 L. Giccnf t'aiu'i,
Kcjvic£Ji S.

01002
PvtiicipAf.

Chapman, Acting I'xutcipaC
1
c ScliooN of Amherst
Amherst, Mnssochuset tn
Donald Friz lie, Supt. of Schools

School of Kducntion
University of Mnaenchusctts
Harlo Fantinl , Dean

1

December 17, 1979

Dear Parents,

I

am seeking your approval to include your North

Learning Center child in

a

curriculum program dealing

with problem-solving skills training.

I

am a Doctoral

Candidate in Education at the University of Massachusetts
and have developed this curriculum model to utilize in my

classroom research.

The curriculum model aids children

in learning decision making skills systematically and will
be incorporated into their school day program.

I

am in-

vestigating the effectiveness of this tool and will require
a

maximum of 10 class sessions with your child's group.

will be using the handbook

I

We

have designed which basically

lists the steps in systematic problem solving and utilizes

stories and activities to stimulate discussion.

This cur-

riculum project has the approval of the Mark's Meadow
Council and has the support of the school staff.

I

believe

it will be an enjoyable and fruitful experience for the
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children

If you have any further questions,

to talk with you.

I

would be happy

Thank you for your support and approval

of this project.

Kenneth

S.

Chapman

Acting Principal

Maryanne Galvin
(413)

665-3253

545-3628

Please detach and return to school by Friday, December 21.

I

give permission for my child to join other children

in his/her classroom in a research project involving

children's development of decision-making skills.

Child's Name and Age

Parent's Signature

Please indicate which class your child is in:
Mr. Kostoroski
Ms. Christopher
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INTRODUCTION
This is a handbook which is full of ideas about how
you can grow to be sure of yourself when solving problems
and making decisions.

There are some exercises for you

to do to help you learn about new and exciting ways of

thinking and expressing yourself.

It is a good idea to

practice each kind of skill in this book with a friend,
parent or teacher so they can help you choose and decide
just the way you want to.

Maryanne Galvin
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Part

I:

A Creative Warm-Up

FACT
Creative

Warm-Up

Pie-Puzzle

FINDING
There was once a king
who developed a sudden
liking for the number
three.

Everything had

to be done by threes.

When the baker brought
in a pie to be served

to eight people, the

king commanded,

"Cut

this pie into eight
pieces, but make only

three cuts.

If you fail,

you'll be sentenced to

float on three logs in
the moat for three days."

The baker liked to bake

more than he liked to
float, so he studied the

pie for a minute or two.
He made one cut

,

then two

more and there were eight
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pieces, ready to serve!

Could you cut the pie
into eight pieces, making only three cuts

or would you end up

floating in the moat?

Skill

Define the Problem
A.

Picking out the

problem
B.

Pointing up the

problem
C.

Making the target

specific
D.

Writing the problem
1.

Stated CLEARLY

2.

Stated BROADLY

3.

Expressed as a
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WORKSHEET #1
Describing the Situation

List all the questions, sentences, or statements which describe the problem situation between the baker and the king
in the story.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION #1

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION #2

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION #3

now********think of a situation in your life which you are
TRYING TO WORK OUT (like... "How can
home with my pest little brother?"

I

get along better at

or "How can

I

make

more friends here at school?"

DESCRIBE YOUR SITUATION HERE IN YOUR OWN WORDS

DESCRIPT IONS OF
NOW**** ****WRITE AT LEAST THREE SPECIFIC
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YOUR PROBLEM SITUATION HERE AND CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE
BEST ONE:

DESCRIPTION #1
DESCRIPTION #2

DESCRIPTION #3
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WORKSHEET #2
Pump- Priming

Feelings
And

Thoughts

1.

WRITE YOUR SITUATION DESCRIPTION FROM WORKSHEET #1

HERE

2.

WRITE THE FEELINGS THAT COME TO MIND WHEN YOU THINK

ABOUT YOUR PROBLEM:

FEELINGS

3.

WRITE ANY OTHER THOUGHTS
WHICH POP INTO YOUR MIND

WHEN CONSIDERING THE PROBLEM.

THOUGHTS
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WORKSHEET #3
Finding the Ideas

WRITE THE PROBLEM SITUATION DESCRIPTION WHICH YOU SELECTED
FROM WORKSHEET #2.

List as many leads to the solution as you can.

IDEAS:

Not judge or evaluate your ideas
all

1

.

2

.

3.
4.

5.
6

.

7.
8

.

9.

10

.

11.

— wild,

zany or sensible.

— just

list them

Do
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12

.

NOW GO BACK AND CIRCLE THE

3

ACTION IDEAS THAT SEEM TO

OFFER THE BEST CHANCE FOR SOLVING YOUR PROBLEM.
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WORKSHEET #5
Putting Your Solution into Action

Write your problem situation description here

Now, choose the idea you want to work on from Worksheet #4

Write the idea here

Now, do the chart below, but do not fill in columns B and
C until you finish Column A.

Column A
Plans for
carrying out
your idea

IDEA

1

IDEA

2

IDEA

3

Column B
Who when
where will
this affect
,

Column C
How might
others react
or "see" this
solution?

APPENDIX C
Child's Pre- and Post-Test Response Sheet
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Name

DIRECTIONS

:

Look at the SITUATION in the picture.
the questions below in order,

1

through

Answer
4.

What seems to be a problem in this picture?

1.

Write at least

3

statements or questions which describe

the problem situation.
1
2

.

3.

NOW CHOOSE ONE DESCRIPTION YOU WANT TO WORK WITH, PUT A
*STAR BESIDE IT, AND ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS.
What might be the feelings and thoughts the person(s)

2.

in the picture is having?

NAME at least

3^

feelings and

thoughts

3

thoughts

feelings
1

.

2

.

1

.

2

.

3.

3.

Now think of the

3.

3

Best Actions or Solutions you can

for the situation you choose to solve.

solutions too.
* 1

.

*2

.

*3

.

Please add any
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4.
.

Any others?

5.
6

7.

4.

Look at each of your 3* best solutions or actions and

answer these questions about each one.

Solution 1*

a.

Who will this solution/action affect?

b.

What might the risks of using this
solution?

What might be the results or outcome?

Do you think this solution will really

work?
Yes

No

Exolain why it will or will not work.
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Solution 2*

Who will this solution/action affect?

b.

What might the risks of using
this solution?

What might be the results or outcome?

c.

Do you think this solution will really

work?
Yes

Explain why it wil

Solution 3*

a.

No

or will not work.

Who will this solution/action affect?
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b

What might the risks of using
this solution?

What might be the results or outcome?

c.

Do you think this solution will really

work?
Yes

No

Explain why it will or will not work.
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APPENDIX D
GAIN Quality Response Rating Scale
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DIRECTIONS FOR RATERS
I.

Raters will utilize the
all of the questions.

1

through

5

continuum for

Examples of responses ful-

fulling the various crieria are given in the rating
scale.
II.

Raters will also answer the checklist questions on

each criteria sheet to assist the raters in assessing

approximate scores on the continuum.

For example, if

a rater checks "no" for most of the checklist ques-

tions, the rater will probably tend to look at the

details for rating on the low end of the scale

(1 or

2 ).

III. Raters will total the (4) individual scores on each

response sheet.

Then, after the child's second res-

ponse sheet has been scored, an average will be formed
after all raters have scored each paper and used it in
the data.

SCORING MANUAL

-

GAIN QUALITY MEASURE

Training Raters to look at this feedback sheet and rate
and
according to hypotheses and descriptions of formal

concrete operations.

Procedure
Give all raters copy of... How do we recognize child
a t the

formal stage ?

(See proposal definitions)

Give raters training with SAMPLE PROBLEM and some

SAMPLE RESPONSE SHEETS

(See Appendix C)

O perationalize definitions and assign to RATING SCALE
1-5.

(See Appendix C)
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GAIN Quality Response Rating Scale

Checklist for Raters

Question #1
Yes

No
a*

Has the child generated multiple des-

criptions of the given problem situation?
b.

Has this child begun to describe the

given problem situation by forming any

hypotheses which suggest possible action
solutions?
c.

Are the child's responses accurate

descriptions of the situation?

1

Now

,

2

on a continuum from

3

1

to

4

5,

with

faction of the above criteria and

5

1

5

being a low satis-

being the maximum

satisfaction of the scoring criteria, RATE this child's
response to Question #1.

Example:

(the house fire problem)

Some responses which might score #1 are:

--"there's

a fire"
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--"there's trouble"

— "the

people are shocked"

--"the baby's in trouble"
These would be assigned a

1

because they are very

basic descriptions of part of the situation pictured.

They involve few people and indicate little or no action

.

They are surface observations of part of the whole picture.

Example:

(the house fire problem)

Some responses which might score a #2 are:

— "the
— "the

mother is running with baby"
boys are all watching"

--"the fire is sending off smoke and scaring the mother out"

— "one

boy is running away from the whole thing"

Basic Criteria for a #2

— responses

include more than one person in the situation

— responses

indicate some action in response to a problem

situation
responses go beyond mere description of the problem
setting (i.e.. fire, house environment)
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Question

2

It

Checklist
Yes

No

__
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Has this child
Has this child
Has this child

Has this child

Examples of feelings (housefire)

Examples of thoughts (housefires)

1.

scared

1

2.

sad

2

3.

f rightenea
angry
hopeless

4

4.
5.

3

Will we get out of here?
My poor baby is upset.
Oh-no...will he be okay?
Why did this happen to me?

5

Considering the basic criteria in the Checklist, use the additional criteria below to more accurately
rate the child's response:
Rating Scale Criteria

Question

it

2

Feelings and thoughts

If less than 2
responses under both
feelings/ thoughts
and/or if responses
or elaborate "thoughts."

than 2
responses under
each, and/or if
confusion over
separating variable (feeling/
thoughts) is indicated
If less

If 3 responses under appropriate
headings and/or if
they seem appropriate
to the problem as described by the child

.

If responses £r
more under appropriate columns
and/or if any
indicate systematic separation
and combination
of thoughts and
feelings
(Draws any connection between

the two in re-

sponse.

house fire
example:

feelings

too late
score
stupid
hosed down "1"
afraid

thoughts
I

it

wonder what day
is?

What is for
dinner?
She's wearing an
ugly dress.

house fire situation
example:

feelings

house fire:
example: feelings

scared

sad

sad

scared
wondering how
long it's been
going

depressed

thoughts
no response

thoughts

What's going to
happen to us?
I hope we get
some help quickly
Why did this happen
here?

If 2 or m °re responses under
appropriate headings
and/or they all indicate systematic
combining and
separating thoughts
and feelings and
suggests any further
abstraction, (connection to another
situation, principle).

)

example: "if a
child feels scared
he's probably
chinking about
some way of getting help from
his mother or
father.

example: the wo-

man is afraid
She's thinking
'is

the kid okay,

is the kid breathing?

Will there be brain
damage?
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Question

tf

Checklist
Yes

No

Has this child given several appropriate solutions
to this situation?
Has this child given varied solutions to this situation?

Now

examine the criteria on the rating scale and choose the
exact rating.
Rating Scale Criteria

Question

i>3

Generating alternative solutions to the problem as the child sees

1

If

2

less than

2

al-

ternatives and/or
they are totally off
base

less than
three alternatives and/or
if any are InIf

appropriate to
problem 1 as
the child sees

3

If

at

4

least

alternatives and/or
if all 2
are
3

appropriate solutions
to problem.

It.

example: house fire
child's defini tion:
How can the boys
help with the fire?

solutions
1.
Call the fire
department
2.
crack Jokes
:

example: house
fire
child's duflnl t

ion

How can the bovs
help with this
fire?

It

example: house fire
child's definition

How can the boys
nelp with this
fire?

solutions
Call the fire
1.
department
Run to neigh2.

solutions
I*
3Call the
4.
fire department
2.
Crack jokes (-)
3.
Run for help

:

bor for help.

Help the lady.
Help the lady
get to safety
fast

If

at

least

5

3

al-

ternatives or more
and/or 1 f any of the
three indicate child's
ability to go beyond
Information from
his/her immediate
senses and mentally
manipulate Information to arrive at
solutions which consider abstract as
well as concrete
Information

example
1.
example: the
boys should send
one kid to help
the woman out and
one kid to help
the baby all to
safety as quickly
as possible.
2.
Call the
neighbor
Ring the
3.
fire alarm.

child Hits
2 or more
possible solutions and il l
2 or more fulfill
criteria 4.
If

(f

er.am p les

:

The boys
shou Id send
one rid to
help Che
women ouc and
1

one kid to
help Che babv
all to safety
as quickly as
poss ible.
Send one ho
for fire aepsrtnent he Id;
one to make
sure everyone
else is out of
the area and
one to help
the lady and
her baby ouc.
One kid could
help the fire
department
clear the
One
building.
kid could help
Che lay and
baby and one
could figure
OUC the best
wav out of
Che building
and clear it.
i
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Question

If

4

Checklist
Yes

No

Has this child examined solutions which include consideration of WHO this solution
will affect?
Has this child listed the RISKS and RESULTS of his/her ACTION SOLUTIONS?
Has

c his

child examined the probability of these solutions really working?

Has this explained why/why not the solutions are workable ones?

Has the child included in chese explanations any principles* upon which to base his/her solution?
Has this child applied all the given information about the solution to consider a relationship
between variables which are basic information (there's a fire) and abstract principles
(it's better to get professional help on a problem coo big for those kids
so calling Che fire
department will work best).

—

‘(principle

Question

If a

=

general knowledge of how things work in a given situation,
in breaking up a corridor fight)

a

i.e., power of school principal

4

child responds

to only one section

(solution 1, solution 2, or solution
3), and/or if child's
sub-responses are
totally off-base on
the a,b,c, components.

If a child responds

to only

2_

sections

(solutions
2,

1 and
etc.) of this

question and/or if
child's sub-responses are inappropriate to
the question, (a,
b, c components)

If a child responds
to all 2 parts of
Che question (so-

If a child responds to all
2 parts of

lution 1,2,3)
and/or each subresponse rates
appropriately to
the problem, (a,
b, and c)

quescion 4
(3 solutions
explained) and/
or any of the 2
responses indicate an abilicy
to generalize in-

formation from
situation, include
many variables
(consider who;
how solution will
affect) and offer

Example: house fire

Example: house fire

Example: house fire

increased reasoning power in

solution 1 call Che
fire department
and help the lady
:

and baby.
a. Who will Che
solution affect:
lady.
b.

risks/affects
someone will
get hurt
helping
B. Will it work
Yes
C. Explain why

A.

solution 1: call
fire department
and help the lady
and baby.

solutions

3

1

.

2.

solution 2 send
one boy for help
and the others to
assist the lady.
a. who will it
affect ?
:

No explanation
racing of 2
c.
d.

a,b,c components
appropriately
explain above
solutions

-arrives at conclusions about
solutions by
considering abstract relationships as well as
well as concrete
situations
Example: house fir
3

solutions

Example: house
fire

(a,b,c components
are all okay)

man
risks/affects
-lady's husband
might come
back
will it work
Yes

a,b,c components
all okay.

ALL

AT LEAST ONE

higher principle.

explain^ no
exp lanation

"calling fire
department will
work best because
they're equipped
to handle all the
bigger problem the
boys couldn't.

lady
grocery store
b.

3.

call fire
department
run for help
outside
assist lady/
baby.

determining how
and why a solution will
Make a
work.
connection to a
principle in
their explanation. (3
solutions)

If a child responds to all 2
sections appropriately and/
or if all 2
response sections
(a,b,c,) demonstrate:
-thougnc preceeding
action in the
solution
-separation and
combination of
variables systematically. (effects
risks)

EXPLANATION in
"c" relates to
higher principle

3

explanations

in "c" relace to

APPENDIX

E

Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory
Form B

25 Items
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Like Me

1.

2.

often wish

I

I

were someone else.

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

There are lots of things about

myself I'd change if
4.

(

find it very hard to talk in

I

front of the class.
3.

Unlike Me

I

I

could.

can make up my mind without

too much trouble.
a lot of fun to be with.

5.

I 'm

6.

I

7.

It takes me a long time to get

get upset easily at home.

used to anything new.
8.

I'm popular with kids my own age.

9.

My parents usually consider my

feelings
give in very easily

10.

I

11.

My parents expect too much of me.

12.

It'

13.

Things are all mixed up in my life.

(

)

(

)

14.

Kids usually follow my ideas

(

)

(

)

15.

I

(

)

(

)

16.

There are many times when I'd
(

)

(

)

pretty tough to be me.

have a low opinion of myself.

like to leave home.
17.

I

often feel upset in school
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18.

I'm not as nice looking as

most people.
19.

If

I

(

have something to say,

)

)

(

I

usually say it.

(

)

(

)

20.

My parents understand me.

(

)

(

)

21.

Most people are better liked
(

)

(

)

than
22.

I

I

am

.

usually feel as if my parents

are pushing me

.

often get discouraged at school.

23.

I

24.

Things usually don't bother me.

25.

I

can't be depended on.

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

